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SYSTEM, METHOD AND SOFTWARE FOR 
CREATING, MAINTAINING, NAVIGATING OR 

MANIPULATING COMPLEX DATA OBJECTS AND 
THER DATA RELATIONSHIPS 

DIVISIONAL APPLICATION 

Based on Utility application Ser. No 10/158,672 
0001 which is a continuation of: Provisional Applica 
tions: 60/295,012 filed on Jun. 1, 2001: 60/300,754 filed on 
Jun. 25, 2001; and, 60/305,841 filed on Jul. 16, 2001. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The field of the present invention relates generally 
to computer systems, computer data stores and to methods 
and Software for accessing and utilizing data stores. More 
particularly, the present invention relates to a system, meth 
ods and Software for creating, maintaining, accessing, navi 
gating and persisting complex data objects and associated 
data stores. In one aspect, the invention also relates to an 
application programming interface (API) useful for cre 
ating, maintaining, accessing, navigating and persisting 
complex data objects and associated data stores as a com 
plex data object graph, or as a set of complex data object 
graphs. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0003) Systems for accessing data stores from object ori 
ented languages have been used for many years. A frequent 
approach to accomplish access of data stores involves writ 
ing and embedding custom access code within an object 
application needing the access. This approach is generally 
limited to having the custom code access only a single 
relational table within a relational database or similar con 
struct within any other data store (hereinafter collectively 
“data store'). Under the circumstances where a developer 
has control over the design and creation of a data store from 
its inception, it is possible to design and store meaningful 
information in a single table. Such design opportunities are 
usually rare, however. 
0004 Generally, the design goals of a properly normal 
ized relational data store or specific object data store, for 
example conflict with those of object application models. An 
object application model may exist in one or more of a 
computer's memory, an application data store and an appli 
cation information storage repository that may be indepen 
dent of the data store organization or object definitions. 
Whether a data source is a relational database, an object 
database or a flat file (text) base, procedures and systems 
exist for converting retrieved data to a data object, or to a 
data object definition, that is mapped to the data source. 
Advancements in the art have been made with respect to 
tools for conveniently mapping objects to systems of tables 
and maps in order to expedite accessing, changing and 
updating data stores. See, for example, U.S. Pat. No. 5,857. 
197 (and its associated programming interfaces (“APIs)) 
describes tools for translating object data to relational data, 
relational data to object data, and object data to object data 
to expedite the use of data stores. One or more of such data 
stores, data objects, data object definitions, may be utilized 
by an object programming application and may be illustrated 
as a model of data objects or as a model of data object 
definitions. 
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0005. A further problem complicates the creation, access, 
changing or deleting of an object application model that 
utilizes such data stores. The object application model may 
be distributed over multiple physical computer machine 
locations or even distributed over multiple Internet website 
locations that may be independent of the data stores. The 
object application model may utilize a different set of data 
objects or different set of definitions for relationships 
between data objects than that of one or more of its data 
Sources. In most situations, the respective structures of the 
data sources and of the object applications model simply do 
not conveniently allow for mapping, accessing or changing 
of an overall schema of application data objects as well as 
any associated definitions of relationships between two or 
more data objects or elements within a data object. 
0006 Importantly, relationships may exist between a data 
object and one or more of the other data objects found in the 
object application model or in a data object of the data 
Source. A relationship between one data object and another 
data object or with a data source may be member selected 
from the group of three relationship types consisting of 1 to 
1 (1-1), 1 to many (1-M) or many to many (M-M). Complex 
combinations of these relationships may exist as a data 
object relationships definition for a given data object. These 
relationships are described or illustrated in further detail 
later in this document. 

0007 Objects may logically span multiple relational 
tables or multiple object databases, and may even be dis 
tributed over a logical (or hypothetical) computer system 
involving multiple physically independent computer sys 
tems or even multiple website locations. Creating, access 
ing, maintaining or updating an object application model can 
require working with multiple translation modules and 
require tedious and repetitive updating of multiple indi 
vidual computer systems or multiple data sources in order to 
do useful work and keep the object application model 
synchronized. Such approaches are both costly and 
unwieldy in terms of computing and development resources, 
particularly with respect to Internet based electronic com 
merce (eCommerce) object application models. 

0008 Data objects of an object application model are 
often a feature of eCommerce object programming applica 
tions, where information is obtained from a data source and 
the data is defined as a data object (e.g., as a Java class) for 
use with another computer application. In practice, a data 
object or model of data objects may exist only in the random 
access memory of a computer memory system, or may be 
saved to either a data source or to some other type of 
retrievable information repository. A programmer or admin 
istrator of an object data application may not be able to 
exhaustively display the overall model or diagram of data 
objects for an object application model or to display Some of 
its specific elements. Unfortunately, tools for accessing and 
displaying data objects and associated data object relation 
ships as a complex data object graph model have not been 
well implemented in the field of object language program 
n1ng. 

0009. A computer application can execute one or more of 
the following non-limiting actions with respect to one or 
more of the members selected from the group consisting of 
data, a data object, and a data object definition: access data, 
change data, create data, create a new relationship between 
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one or more data objects by creating or changing at least one 
data object relationship definition, change or delete a rela 
tionship between one or more data objects by changing or 
deleting at least one data object relationship definition, 
access a data object relationship definition and use its 
parameters to access a data source or a data object, and 
access one or more data object relationship definitions or 
data objects to create a new data object or data object 
relationship. Any changes executed by a computer applica 
tion with respect to one or more of the members selected 
from the group consisting of data, data object or data object 
definition may need to be properly persisted (permanently 
stored) to preserve any changes to one or more of the 
members selected from the group consisting of data, a data 
object and a data object definition. 

0010) A data object and an associated data object rela 
tionship definition may be represented by a complex data 
object graph (“CDOG”). A CDOG, for the purposes of this 
document, may be thought of as a computer program data 
object graph that represents a data object having at least one 
relationship with at least one other data object or with itself 
via a circular link. When the data object of a CDOG is 
implemented in the Java computer program language, the 
CDOG may be further defined as being a Java Data Object 
Graph (“JDOG”). 

0011. There is a need for an easily navigable tool for 
detecting any relationships of a data object in order to 
provide a CDOG definition and for persisting any changes to 
at least one member selected from the group consisting of a 
data object, any data associated with the related object, or 
any associated CDOG definition (i.e., an changes to the data 
object, data or to a relationship of the data object with 
another data object). For example, there is a need to be able 
to properly sever relationships between at least two data 
objects in a convenient and efficient manner by simply 
making a change to the CDOG definition for one of the two 
related data objects. 

0012. An illustration of this might be a customer account 
CDOG of a company where the customer has become 
insolvent. Using the technology presently available, a com 
puter applications programmer or administrator would ordi 
narily need to individually delete or update the data in the 
data source, in any instances of the data object and in any 
instances of any associated data objects, as well as to delete 
or update any associated data object relationship definitions, 
which would be particularly tedious and repetitive in a 
distributed application model. There is currently no com 
puter programmer or system administrator tool that is effi 
ciently adapted for an object applications CDOG model with 
features that permit convenient and efficient accessing and 
deleting of a single instance of a complex data object and 
(without further input) results in the tool automatically 
deleting all existing associated data objects and relationships 
and the tool automatically updating all local and distributed 
instances of the CDOG and its associated data, data objects 
and data object relationships on the local or distributed 
computer system. 

0013. Accordingly, there is a strong need in the art for a 
computer applications programmer tool designed to assist a 
programmer or administrator in the actions of deleting, 
inactivating or updating of a CDOG, wherein the computer 
applications programmer tool can be configured to automati 
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cally delete, inactivate or update at least one member 
selected from the group consisting of associated data, asso 
ciated data objects and associated data object relationship 
definitions to reflect the deleting, inactivating or updating of 
a CDOG. A particularly strong need exists for such a tool 
having the further ability to be configured to persist, propa 
gate and reflect system wide (in a local or distributed 
computer system) any such changes to a CDOG instance to 
all instances of the CDOG and to all instances of associated 
data, data objects and data object relationships. 

DEFINITIONS 

0014. The following non-exhaustive list of definitions is 
used herein to define terms that may otherwise be confusing 
or can sometimes have multiple meanings. Each occurrence 
of a defined term in the above text, in the text that follows, 
or in the claims of this document, is to be given the meaning 
ascribed to it in the list of definitions below. 

00.15 “Instance' as referred to in this document in the 
context of computer Software applications is a single occur 
rence of a Software logical element in the memory of a 
computer system, such as a "class', an “object', a “data 
object', and the like. 
0016 "Class” as referred to in this document in the 
context of computer Software applications is a logic unit in 
a computer application or a computer Software program 
where the application or program is based upon an objected 
oriented programming language (e.g., Java). In practice, a 
class is a logical unit used as a logical template in an object 
oriented language from which to allocate new instances of 
objects. 

0017 “Object' as used in the context of this document is 
a general term referring to a logic unit in a computer 
application or a computer Software program where the 
application or program is based upon an objected oriented 
programming language (e.g., Java). The term “object” may 
ordinarily be used interchangeably with the term “class' as 
a template or as an instance depending on the context. 
0018) “Data object” as referred to in the context of this 
document represents the concept of the occurrence of an 
object that holds data within a specific computer application 
domain and is likely to have its contents stored in a persis 
tent data source of a computer system (e.g., a database 
server, a binary file, a text file, or even in a combination of 
two or more of Such a persistent data sources of a computer 
system). A data object may exist as an independent data 
object without any relationship to any other data object or it 
may have one or more relationships with itself or with one 
or more other data objects. 
0019. “Complex data object” (or “CDO) as used in the 
context of this document refers to the occurrence of a data 
object that has at least one or more relationships with itself, 
or at least one or more relationships with one or more other 
data object(s). In a given instance of a CDO at least one 
relationship is populated as a link, as defined below. A CDO 
may have a multiplicity of different relationships with itself 
or with one or more additional CDOs. 

0020 “Relationship” or “data relationship’ as used in the 
context of a CDO refers to the type of logical combination 
that occurs between a data object with itself, or refers to the 
type of logical combination that occurs between a data 
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object and at least one another data object. Among other 
references or descriptions, such a relationship is always 
referred to or partially described by a “relationship type'. 
This term is used in an object oriented language context to 
reference or describe any expectations, actions and limita 
tions possible between two or more data objects. 
0021 “Relationship type' in the context of this document 

is a label that specifies the possible multiple combinations 
that can occur between a CDO and itself or with at least one 
other CDO. The possible relationship type labels are 1-1 
(one to one), 1-M (one to many) and M-M (many to many). 
A given CDO may be simultaneously related to more than 
one other CDO through several different types of relation 
ship. 

0022 "Link' as used in this document with respect to a 
CDO identifies a particular occurrence of a relationship 
between a CDO and itself, between a CDO and another 
CDO. The occurrence of at least one populated link results 
in an instance of the CDO. 

0023 “Circular link' as used in this document with 
respect to a CDO identifies a particular occurrence of a 
relationship between a CDO and itself that may be director 
indirect (e.g., linked to itself through another CDO). 
0024) “Relationship definition” or “relationship descrip 
tion' in the context of this document and computer software 
applications refers to information, or an abstraction of 
information, regarding a “relationship”, “data relation 
ship'relationship type' or a “link’ that can be stored, 
accessed, transferred, communicated, displayed or edited. 
0025 “Complex data object graph” or “CDOG” is a term 
employed herein as an abstraction to logically represent a set 
of complex data objects and a set of their corresponding 
relationships. 

0026 “Java data object graph” or “JDOG” is a term 
employed herein as an abstraction to logically represent a set 
of complex data objects and a set of their corresponding 
relationships that are part of a Java programming applica 
tion. 

0027 “Application model” or simply “model” are essen 
tially interchangeable terms employed herein as abstractions 
to logically convey a collective description or other repre 
sentation for a set of complex data objects and a correspond 
ing description or other representation of their relationships. 
In one respect, these terms are used logically herein provide 
a general way of efficiently communicating when referring 
to set of metadata (i.e., data about data) that describes 
possible data entities (e.g., objects, database tables, maps, 
etc.) data relationship types, and data constraints involved in 
a computer system or application, or in a specific instance of 
an application. It is important to understand the context in 
which the terms “application model and “model” are used 
in this document. Ordinarily computer engineers refer to the 
“model” as an abstraction rather than a specific possibility or 
instance of the model as applied. However, in this document 
for the ease of communication abstractions of the model, 
possible implementations of the model and instances of the 
model are all referred to generally as “application model” or 
“model. From the context of its use the term will be clear. 

0028 “Navigation”, “navigating or “navigated in the 
context of the present document refers to an action imple 
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menting at least one object to interact with a set of related 
objects for a certain purpose. Such as creation, access, 
insertion, modification and deletion of an object, or of one 
of its relationships. 
0029) “Navigation model” as used herein is a special type 
of application model that is applied specifically to a descrip 
tion (or other representation) of how objects can relate to 
each other and what might be the expected behavior when a 
CDOG is navigated for a certain purpose. 
0030) "Object schema' is a term employed herein as an 
abstraction referring to the set of data object classes that 
describe the possible data objects that can be created, 
modified or maintained in an application, or describing an 
instance of a set of data object classes in an application. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0031. An object of the present invention is to provide a 
System for creating, maintaining, accessing, navigating and 
persisting complex data objects as a complex data object 
graph (CDOG) model. In a preferred embodiment, an object 
of the present invention is to provide such a system that can 
display the CDOG model as a graph or table of complex data 
objects. A further object is to provide Such a system is 
located on, or is part of a local or distributed computer 
system. 

0032. An object of the present invention is to provide a 
method for creating, maintaining, accessing, navigating and 
persisting complex data objects stores as a complex data 
object graph. In a preferred embodiment, an object of the 
present invention is to provide such a method having the step 
of displaying or printing a representation of the CDOG 
model as a graph or table of complex data objects. In a 
further object, such a method involves a local or distributed 
computer system. 

0033. An object of the present invention is to provide a 
computer Software program having at least one user inter 
face and having at least one feature for at least one action 
selected from the group consisting of creating, maintaining, 
accessing, navigating and persisting complex data objects as 
a CDOG model. In a preferred aspect, an object of the 
present invention is to provide Software program with a 
module or associated Software program having a feature for 
displaying or printing a representation of the CDOG model 
as a graph or table of complex data objects. In a preferred 
object of the invention, such a software program has an 
editing interface for editing a CDOG model, or an editable 
input or source. Such as a file, that can be modified to 
implement changes to a CDOG model. A further object is to 
provide Such a software program adapted for a local or 
distributed computer system. 

0034. An object of the present invention is to provide an 
application programming interface (API), as a preferred 
embodiment of the invention, wherein the API can be 
accessed to create, maintain, access, navigate and persisting 
complex data objects as a CDOG model, or as an object 
schema. In one aspect the API can be accessed by a 
computer Software program, or by a computer software 
program module that is part of a Software package including 
the API, to provide at least one action selected from the 
group consisting of creating, maintaining, accessing, navi 
gating and persisting complex data objects as a CDOG 
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model. In a preferred aspect, an object of the present 
invention is to provide such an API as part of a software tool 
package having a component or method for displaying or 
printing a representation of the CDOG model as a graph or 
as table(s) of complex data objects. In another preferred 
object, Such a software tool package including the API 
would be provided with an editing interface for editing the 
CDOG model, or has an editable input or source, such as a 
file, that can be modified to implement changes to the 
complex data object model. It is a particularly preferred 
object to provide Such an interface as a point and click 
graphical user interface that may be displayed and/or edited. 
A further object is to provide such a API for operation on a 
local or distributed computer system. 
0035) A preferred object of the present invention is to 
provide a software tool comprising the API according (as 
described above), adapted for a local network or a distrib 
uted network environment, wherein said software tool pro 
vides persistence in an object oriented language environ 
ment transparently by implementing a configurable network 
component capable of acquiring and persisting CDOGS 
through network APIs. 
0036) A further object of the present invention is to a 
Software tool capable of reading a source programming 
object logic model or a database file in a format selected 
from the group consisting of a UML data file.m a XMI data 
file, and a XML file and converting the information into a 
target member selected from the group consisting of a 
database definition XML file, a database mapping definition 
file, and a CDOG definition file. In a preferred object, the 
Software can automatically generate a persistence layer that 
corresponds to the object model information of the source 
file. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0037 For the non-limiting purpose of illustrating some of 
the concepts of complex data objects CDOs, i.e., data 
objects and their relationships to one another, according to 
the invention, two CDO graph drawings FIG. 1 and FIG. 2 
are provided. 
0038 FIG. 1 is a complex data object (CDO) graph 
drawing, which illustrates a customer object and some of its 
related objects (billing address, orders and items ordered), as 
well as relationships between the objects. Relationships of 
the types 1 to 1 (1-1) and 1 to many (1-M) are shown in this 
CDO graph. More specifically, FIG. 1 illustrates a CDO 
graph drawing presenting an instance of a customer object 1 
having a 1 to 1 (1-1) relationship (5) with its customer 
billing address object 10, and a 1 to many relationship 
(collectively 15, 25, and 35) with the three outstanding order 
objects 20, 30 and 40, respectively. Order object 20 is an 
instance of an outstanding order object having a 1 to many 
relationship (collectively 45 and 55) with the two items 
ordered objects 50 and 60, respectively. Order object 30 is 
an instance of an outstanding order object having a relation 
ship with a single order item, but order object 30 has a 1 to 
many relationship (65) with the item ordered object 70, since 
many order items could have been associated. Order object 
40 is an instance illustrates a 1 to many relationship (col 
lectively 75 and 85) with the two items ordered objects 80 
and 90, respectively. 
0039 FIG. 2 is a complex data object (CDO) graph 
drawing, which illustrates a company object and some of its 
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related objects (corporate address object and some of its 
departments and employees), as well as relationships 
between the objects. Relationships of all three types: 1 to 1 
(1-1), 1 to many (1-M) and many to many (M-M) are shown 
in this CDO graph. More specifically, FIG. 2 illustrates a 
CDO graph drawing presenting an instance of a company 
object 100 having a 1 to 1 relationship (650) with its 
corporate address object 700, and a 1 to many relationship 
(collectively 150, 250, and 350) with the three company 
department objects 200, 300 and 400, respectively. Since 
employees of this company may work for more than one of 
the company's departments, the company department 
objects 200, 300 and 400 in FIG. 2 are three instances 
(many) of company department objects having relationships 
(425, 450, 550 and 575, respectively) with two (many) 
employee objects (respectively, 500 and 600). The cross 
assignment of employee object 500 to both company depart 
ment objects 200 and 300, and of employee object 600 to 
both company department objects 300 and 400, illustrate a 
complex many to many (M-M) relationship of departments 
to employees for this company. 

DISCRIPTION THE INVENTION 

0040. The present invention provides a system for creat 
ing, maintaining, accessing, navigating and persisting com 
plex data objects as a complex data object graph model. In 
one embodiment, the system comprises a computer system 
having a user interface, a working memory storage area and 
at least one device for permanently storing information, and 
said system being loaded with at least one portion of a 
computer Software program, wherein said software program 
comprises at least one user access interface and a set of 
programming routines designed for creating, maintaining, 
accessing, navigating and persisting complex data objects as 
a CDOG model. In a preferred embodiment, the present 
invention provides such a system that can display the CDOG 
model as a graph or set of tables of complex data objects and 
provides a creating or editing interface for the CDOG model. 
Most preferred is such a system providing a point and click 
graphical user interface. 
0041. The present invention provides a method for cre 
ating, maintaining, accessing, navigating and persisting 
complex data objects stores as a CDOG model, comprising 
the steps of: 

0042 a) creating a CDOG representation definition, 
0043 b) monitoring and recording any changes to the 
CDOG on a local or distributed computer system, and 

0044 c) persisting any changes to the CDOG on a 
local or distributed computer system by updating the 
CDOG or CDOG representation definition to reflect 
and changes to any copies of the CDOG or CDOG 
representation definition, and saving a copy of the 
updated CDOG representation definition to a data 
Source or to another type of information repository. 

0045. In a preferred embodiment, the present invention 
provides such a method providing the additional step of 
displaying or printing a representation of the CDOG model 
as a graph or set of tables representing complex data objects 
and their relationships. 
0046) The present invention provides a computer soft 
ware program having at least one user interface and having 
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at least one feature that provides for at least one action 
selected from the group consisting of creating, maintaining, 
accessing, navigating and persisting complex data objects as 
a CDOG model. In a preferred aspect of the invention, the 
present invention provides a software program, or an asso 
ciation with a software program, having a feature for dis 
playing, printing or displaying and printing a representation 
of the CDOG model as a graph, or as a set of tables 
representing a CDOG model. In a further preferred embodi 
ment, such a software program has an editing interface for 
editing the CDOG model, or has an editable input or source, 
Such as a file, that can be modified to implement changes to 
the complex data object CDOG model (or has both an 
interface for editing and an editable input or source. Such as 
a file). 
0047 The present invention also provides an application 
programming interface (API), as a preferred embodiment, 
wherein the API can be accessed to create, maintain, access, 
navigate and persisting complex data objects as a CDOG 
model. In one aspect the API can be accessed by an 
independent computer Software program, or by a computer 
Software program module that is part of a Software package 
including the API, to provide at least one action selected 
from the group consisting of creating, maintaining, access 
ing, navigating and persisting complex data objects as a 
CDOG model. In a preferred aspect, the present invention 
provides such an API as part of a software tool package that 
provides a method for displaying or printing a representation 
of the CDOG model as a graph or set of tables representing 
the CDOG model (or providing methods for both displaying 
and printing a representation of the CDOG model). In 
another preferred aspect, such a Software tool package that 
includes the API provides an editing interface for editing the 
CDOG model, or has an editable input or source, such as a 
file, that can be modified to implement changes to the 
CDOG model (or provides both an editing interface and an 
editable input or source, such as a file.). 

0.048. A preferred embodiment, of the present invention 
provides a software tool comprising the API according (as 
described above), adapted for a local network or a distrib 
uted network environment, wherein said software tool pro 
vides persistence in an object oriented language environ 
ment transparently by implementing a configurable network 
component capable of acquiring and persisting CDOGS 
through network APIs. 

0049. In another preferred embodiment, the CDOG API 
is the Coconavigator API which provides support for 
manipulating complex objects in conjunction with the 
THOUGHT Inc. CocoBase Enterprise Object/Relational 
(O/R) database (hereinafter “Coco Base') mapping tool (see 
U.S. Pat. No. 5,857,197 (incorporated herein in its entirety), 
for concepts upon which the CocoBase mapping tool is 
based). An object is considered to be complex when it has 
established or potential relationships (i.e. links) to other 
objects. For instance, a Company object instance may be 
linked to an instance of its corporate address and instances 
of a Department object, which in turn may be linked to a set 
of instances of Employee objects. An example of Such an 
CDOG is shown in FIG. 2, for example. The combination of 
these objects and their links constitute a graph of objects 
(CDOG model) that can be manipulated using the Cocon 
avigator API. Since the Coconavigator API works in a Java 
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Programming language environment, this CDOG example 
may also be referred to as a JDOG example. 
0050. In another preferred embodiment, the invention 
provides a software tool comprising the API according to the 
invention or interfacing therewith, wherein the software is 
adapted for performing the following steps: 

0051 a) reading a source programming object logic 
model or a database definition file in a format selected 
from the group consisting of a Unified Modeling Lan 
guage (“UML') data file, an XML Metadata Inter 
change (XMI) data file, and an Extensible Markup 
Language (XMI) file; and 

0.052 b) converting the information of (a) into a target 
member selected from the group consisting of a data 
base definition XML file, a database mapping definition 
file, and a CDOG definition file. 

0053. In a further preferred embodiment, the present 
invention provides a software tool as described above that is 
adapted for performing at least one of the following addi 
tional steps: 

0054 a) displaying a representation of a source pro 
gramming object logic model or a database definition 
file in a format selected from the group consisting of a 
UML data file, a XMI data file, and a XML file; 

0055 b) storing a representation of a source program 
ming object logic model or a database definition file in 
a format selected from the group consisting of a UML 
data file, a XMI data file, and a XML file; 

0056 c) printing a representation of a source program 
ming object logic model or a database definition file in 
a format selected from the group consisting of a UML 
data file, a XMI data file, and a XML file; 

0057 d) displaying the target information of (b): 
0058) 
0059 f) printing the target information of (b). 

0060. In a still further preferred embodiment the software 
tool described above provides target information that is at 
least one member selected from the group consisting a 
CocoBase database definition repository file, a CocoBase 
map, a Coconavigate CDOG definition, a Coconavigate 
object link descriptor, and a CDOG object graph definition 
data file. Further preferred is such software, wherein the 
source is a UML/XMI document containing sufficient DTD 
information to exchange modeling information with a UML 
modeling tool. 
0061. In one embodiment of the software tool according 
to the invention, the software tool can be set to automatically 
generate a persistence layer that corresponds to the Source 
UML class diagrams provided by an exported source file 
from a case tool capable of exporting UML/XMI, such as 
Rational Rose, Together and ArgoUML. 

e) storing the target information of (b); and 

0062 An easy way to understand the job performed by a 
CDOG Navigator API, such as the Coconavigator API, is to 
imagine it as a monitor that can provide at least one object 
to intercept any accesses to the data objects and their 
relationships that constitute the CDOG, as well as any 
changes to the data source upon which the CDOG depends, 
in order to provide a means to persist any changes to the 
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CDOG (or CDOG model) or related data in the data source. 
Any changes to the CDOG (or CDOG model) can then be 
propagated by the CDOG Navigator API to a persistent data 
source through a CocoBase Enterprise O/R connection. 
Similarly, persistent data that updates a data source can be 
utilized to create a CDOG model or to update a CDOG 
model. 

0063 Each CDOG (or CDOG model) managed by the 
CDOG Navigator API can be associated by the CDOG 
Navigator API with a CDOG descriptor (such as a file) that 
may be utilized to represent all or part of a “navigation 
model. In this respect, a navigation model may be 
abstractly described as essentially a namespace in which a 
set of data objects and a set of link descriptions (i.e., 
relationship types between data objects) are each defined. In 
a preferred embodiment, a data source, data field, data field 
size and data field type are listed for each data object in the 
set of data objects. In another preferred embodiment, at least 
one link description for two data objects, or for a single data 
object having a circular link (where the link description is 
utilized in conjunction with the Coconavigator API and 
CocoBase mapping tool) contains one or more of the fol 
lowing types of information (however other related infor 
mation may be utilized): 
0064 at least one link type (e.g., 1:1, 1:M, M:1 and M:M) 
between data objects 
0065 at least one link qualifier (currently supported 
qualifiers are STD and BEAN) 
0.066 at least one associative CocoBase map (optional, 
for M: M links only) 

0067 
the data objects (usually two maps that are not necessarily 
distinct), and 
0068 information that may be obtained for each of the 
CocoBase maps related to the relationship between two data 
objects, including: 

0069 the name of a relationship link between the two 
data objects 

0070 the names of the fields (i.e., keys) in a CocoBase 
map that are used to establish a relationship link 
between two data objects 

0071 the name of a data source for each of the fields 
(i.e., keys) in a CocoBase map that are used to establish 
a relationship link between two data objects 

0072 the names of the fields (i.e., keys) in the asso 
ciative CocoBase map (optional, for M:M links only) 

0073 the names of a data source for each of the fields 
(i.e., keys) in the associative CocoBase map (optional, 
for M: M links only) 

0074 the name(s) of any java classes corresponding to 
fields that would impact upon the relationship between 
two data objects 

0075 a setting parameter indicating whether the a 
loading of a particular CocoBase map that will impact 
upon a relationship between two data object should be 
cascaded to other related map(s) 

the names of the CocoBase maps related to each of 
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0076 a setting parameter indicating whether a deletion 
of information from a particular CocoBase map that 
will impact upon a relationship between two data object 
should be cascaded to other related map(s) 

0077 a setting parameter indicating whether an inser 
tion of information into a particular CocoBase map that 
will impact upon a relationship between two data object 
should be cascaded to other related map(S), and 

0078 a setting parameter indicating whether an update 
of information in a particular CocoBase map that will 
impact upon a relationship between two data object 
should be cascaded to other related map(s). 

0079) Some preferred features provided by the CocoN 
avigator API and its associated software, when utilized with 
the CocoBase mapping tool, or with a similar mapping tool, 
are as follows: 

0080 (a) Provides Multiple Navigation Models for the 
same CDOG Model 

0081. A preferred embodiment of the Coconavigator 
API or an associated program module is configured to 
allow many navigation models to be used with the same 
set of java classes and CocoBase maps that are asso 
ciated with a CDOG model. This preferred embodi 
ment API, or an associated computer program module, 
may also be configured to permit a user to Switch 
dynamically from one Such navigation model to 
another. Thus, while a given application is being 
executed, it is possible to completely change the rela 
tionships between data objects and how CDOGs of a 
CDOG model should be managed. 

0082 (b) Circular Link Definitions 
0083) A preferred embodiment of the Coconavigator 
API, or an associated computer program module, is 
configured to permit a user to create, access, Support 
and correctly manage circular data object links. In a 
navigation model, a circular link may be defined as 
occurring when a data object is directly or indirectly 
linked to itself as part of a CDOG. Such relationships 
can be created, accessed, Supported and correctly man 
aged via the Coconavigator API. 

0084 (c) Bi-Directional and Oriented Links 
0085. A preferred embodiment of the Coconavigator 
API, or an associated computer program module, is 
configured to permit a user to create, access, Support 
and correctly manage links between data objects as 
either a bi-directional link or as an oriented link. In this 
embodiment links between data objects are usually 
bi-directional links and can be navigated back and forth 
as an un-oriented navigational model of the CDOG 
model. With such a bi-directional link feature activated, 
any object in the navigation model in a given CDOG 
model can be used as a navigation entry point. In an 
oriented link navigation model, the link may be set as 
an oriented link accessible from a single direction. 
Thus, changes must be made from top down or from 
bottom up on a relationship tree representation of the 
navigation model, and some actions may need to origi 
nate from a pre-set node of the relationship tree. In this 
embodiment, Such types of links can be created, 
accessed, Supported and correctly managed via the 
Coconavigator API. 
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0086 (d) Dvinamic Link ProXV Properties ation model when a navigation model is distributed y y Frop 9. 9. 

0087. In a preferred embodiment, the Coconavigator across a local network or when the navigation model 
API, or an associated computer program module, is involves a distributed network (e.g. a navigation model 
configured to permit a user to populate any object distributed across intemet connections). In one aspect, 
property (e.g., public field or a getter/setter pair) having O S. t side R the S. CDO or a E. 
its type declared as an object class with special model of any complexity sent by clients (e.g., serialize 
dynamic proxies that can monitor and update the state copies) across a local network, or across a distributed 

- network, can be correctly merged into a CDOG model 
of a relationship link. Examples of such types of object by the CocoMavigator API. or by an associated com 
classes are thought.Cocobase.navapi. LinkObjProxy of y 9. or by 
CocoBase and the Sun MicroSVstems iava class, iav- puter program module. Additionally, the Coconaviga 

- y Java 'J tor API, or an associated computer program module, 
a.util.Vector. Bi-directional or single directional object can be configured to send a CDO or CDOG model to 
references can be consistently maintained in this man- li 1 gure h link ialized with f 

by other similar logical mechanisms a client along with link prox1es serialized with parts o 
ner, or by the CDO or CDOG model that are being monitored by 

0088 (e) Automatic Synchronization of Object Proper- such link proxies. By sending the CDO or CDOG 
ties model copy along with Such link proxies and associated 

parts of the CDOG or CDOG model to a client, 
dynamic link proxies (described above in (d)) can be 
used by the client side. Accordingly, a CDOG naviga 
tion model can be created, accessed, Supported, man 
aged and persisted over a distributed network. 

0089. In a preferred embodiment, the Coconavigator 
API, or an associated computer program module, can 
be configured to automatically merge a data object and 
its properties into a CDOG navigation model represen 
tation when the class of object being navigated (being 
created, accessed, Supported or maintained) has a prop- 0096 (i) Group Loading or Lazy Loading of Links 
erty (e.g., a field or a getter/setter pair) with a name 
matching the name of a corresponding link as defined 0097. In a preferred embodiment, the Coconavigator 
in the navigation model. API, or an associated computer program module, can 

be configured to monitor some or all of the data objects 
0090 (f) Pure Object Models (and associated relationship definitions) participating in 

0091. In a preferred embodiment, the Coconavigator links of a CDOG navigation model. In a more preferred 
API, or an associated computer program module, Ca embodiment, the data objects (and associated relation 
be configured to include a data object as a relationship ship definitions) participating in links of a CDOG 
link to another data object in a navigation model navigation model can be loaded as they are needed 
without the need to declare fields and properties for the (lazy loading) from a persistent data source or from 
data object. Such links should be limited however to another type of information repository. This lazy load 
cases where no computer code dependency will exist ing feature can permit a very large CDOG navigation 
between the java classes that will be associated with model to be loaded in a per-link basis as needed. In a 
Such linked data objects of the navigation model. Thus, more preferred embodiment, the lazy loading feature 
Such a navigation model can be a pure abstraction, and can be configured to prevent a link from being loaded 
more reusable than just a populated version or single twice and can be configured to detect cycles of related 
hypothetical instance of the abstraction. lpads that have been previously loaded. Such configu 

ration adaptability can be exploited to provide the more 
0092 (g) Customized Link Visitors efficient use of the resources for a computer system or 

0093. In a preferred embodiment, the Coconavigator network or for a distributed computer network. 
API, or an associated computer program module, can 
provide an interface which can be configured to permit 
a visitor object to use this interface to visit (e.g., access 
or change) a data object that is part of a CDOG 
navigation model. In conjunction with CocoBase, an 
example of Coconavigator API implementing this con 
cept might using a LinkVisitor object (class). Other 0099 (aa) CocoBase Transactions 
similar classes may be defined for this purpose. The 
visitor interface provides a way for a user to customize 0.100) A preferred embodiment of the Coconavigator 
and adapt the software, and thereby allows a user to API or an associated program module is configured to 
extend the functionality of the Coconavigator API, or bind a data object or data object relationship of a 
the functionality of an associated computer program CDOG navigation model with a CocoBase transaction. 
module, to provide a desired customizable behavior in Such configurations may be utilized to optimize access 

0098. Some examples of preferred features that can be 
provided by the Coconavigator API and its associated 
software, which are particularly enhanced when utilized 
with the currently existing CocoBase mapping tool, are as 
follows: 

their CDOG navigation model. to the database server and to enhance performance of 
the computer system, or systems, involved with the 

0094) (h) Distributed Environments CDOG navigation model. 
0095. In a preferred embodiment, the Coconavigator 0101 (bb) Non-CBProp Objects 
API, or an associated computer program module, can 
be configured to operate as a tool to create, access, 0102) The Coconavigator API or an associated pro 
Support and correctly manage a CDOG navigation gram module can be configured to automatically detect 
model in a server environment (e.g., in an EJB con- non-CBProp objects (objects with classes that do not 
tainer) and to persist any changes to the CDOG navi- implement the Coco Base interface known as the 
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CBProp interface), and automatically create proxies in 
order to persist such objects as part of a CDOG 
navigation model. 

0103) (cc) Virtual Foreign Key Fields 

0104. The Coconavigator API or an associated com 
puter program module can be configured to use proxy 
classes of CocoBase, such as the CocoProxyM classes, 
when appropriate. Implementing proxy classes such as 
the CocoProxyM classes can provide a system for 
creating, accessing. Supporting, properly maintaining 
and persisting virtual foreign key fields (i.e., foreign 
key fields do not need to be defined in the object class 
for Java programming implementations) by the Cocon 
avigator API, or by an associated computer program 
module. 

0105 (dd) Transparent Persistence 

0106. The Coconavigator API or an associated com 
puter program module can be configured to use a 
configurable network component capable of acquiring 
and persisting CDOGs through network APIs and 
thereby provide persistence transparently with respect 
to the applications that are using the CDOGs. In a 
preferred implementation, there is provided a software 
tool comprising the Coconavigator API that is adapted 
for a local network or for a distributed network envi 
ronment, wherein the software tool provides persis 
tence in an object oriented language environment trans 
parently by implementing a configurable network 
component capable of acquiring and persisting 
CDOGS. Such a concept may be referred to as trans 
parent persistence in the context of this API, because 
persistence can be obtained without requiring recon 
figuring of an existing CDOG model or software appli 
cation in order to provide Such persistence to a com 
puter Software application. 

0107 From the above description of features of the API, 
and the features of the Coconavigator API programming 
routines described below, an object computer language 
programmer can produce an API have the fimctionality of 
the Coconavigator API described herein. Essentially the 
Coconavigator API has an at least one user access interface, 
at least one data source access interface and at least three 
main programming modules consisting of the following 
programming modules or routines: 

0.108 I. A programming module or routine constructed 
to operate on a computer system and to provide the 
following features to a user or to a software program 
module of the computer system: 

0.109 a) a computer programming sub-routine or 
sub-module for obtaining from a member selected 
from the group consisting of a data source, an 
information repository, and an input device, Sufi 
cient infonnation to construct a CDOG model con 
taining one or more CDOGs, 

0110 b) a computer programming sub-routine or 
Sub-module for constructing and loading into the 
memory registers of the computer system a CDOG 
or a CDOG model representation definition from a 
data source or other repository, and 
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0111 c) a computer programming Sub-routine or 
Sub-module for sending a copy of some portion or all 
of the CDOG representation definition to a user or to 
a Software program module on a local computer 
system or on a distributed network; 

0112 II. A programming module or routine con 
structed to operate on a computer system and to provide 
the following features to a user or to a software 
program module of the computer system: 
0113 a) a computer programming sub-routine or 
Sub-module for monitoring a user or a software 
program module on a computer system that has 
accessed or changed a portion of a CDOG or CDOG 
model, which is included in the CDOG, or CDOG 
model, representation definition of (I), above, and 
obtaining any changes to the CDOG or CDOG 
model, 

0114 b) a computer programming sub-routine or 
Sub-module for monitoring a user or a software 
program module on a computer system who has 
obtained a copy of any portion of the CDOG, or 
CDOG model, representation definition, and for 
obtaining a copy of any changes that the user might 
have made to any portion of the CDOG, or CDOG 
model, representation definition, and 

0115 c) a computer programming sub-routine or 
sub-module for comparing a copy of a CDOG, 
CDOG model, or a representation definition of either 
the CDOG or CDOG model, to an original stored 
version of the CDOG, CDOG model, or an original 
stored representation definition for the CDOG or 
CDOG model, and for updating the original to incor 
porate any changes to a CDOG or a representation 
definition that are made by the user or by a software 
program module; and 

0116 III. A programming module or routine con 
structed to operate on a computer system and to provide 
the following features to a user or Software program 
module of the computer system: 
0.117) a) a computer programming sub-routine or 
sub-module for storing a new CDOG or CDOG 
model, or storing a definition of either the CDOG or 
CDOG model, in a data source or in another infor 
mation repository, and 

0118 b) a computer programming sub-routine or 
Sub-module for persisting (saving to permanent stor 
age) either a changed portion of an updated CDOG, 
an updated CDOG model, or an updated definition 
representation for either a CDOG or a CDOG model, 
to a data source or to another type of information 
repository. 

0119). In a more preferred embodiment, the CDOG API 
according to the invention, (a preferred embodiment is the 
Coconavigator API) can be written with an interface that 
accesses and uses functionalities of the CocoBase mapping 
tool, associated programming routines, or associated class 
libraries. Both the object code and the source code of the 
CDOG API are contemplated as part of this invention. 
0.120. In another preferred embodiment, the above 
described CDOG API can be accessed to create, maintain, 
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access, navigate and persisting complex data objects as a 
CDOG model. In a particularly preferred aspect, the API can 
be accessed by a computer software program Such as the 
CocoBase mapping tool, or by a computer software program 
module that is part of a software package including the API. 
to provide at least one action selected from the group 
consisting of creating, maintaining, accessing, navigating 
and persisting complex data objects as a CDOG model. In an 
even more preferred aspect, the present invention provides 
Such an API as part of a software tool package having a 
feature or method for displaying or printing a graph or set of 
tables representing a CDOG or a CDOG model. In yet 
another preferred aspect, such a software tool package 
including the API provides an interface for editing a CDOG, 
a CDOG model, or for editing a representation definition for 
a CDOG or a CDOG model to provide a modification that 
implements a change to a CDOG, or to its definition. 

EXAMPLE 1. 

thought.CocoBase.navapi 
0121 Class Navigator 

java.lang.Object 

+--thought.CocoBase.navapi.Navigator 
public class Navigator 
extends java.lang. Object 

0122) This class provides support for manipulating com 
plex objects and links (relationships) with CocoBase. 
Overview: 

0123 Navigator provides support for manipulating com 
plex objects with CocoBase. A object is considered to be 
complex when it has established relationships (i.e. links) to 
other objects. For instance, a object Company may be linked 
to instances of Departament, which in turn may be linked to 
a set of Employee objects. The combination of these objects 
and their links contitute a graph of objects that can be 
manipulated using the Navigator class. 
0.124. A navigator is basically a container that keeps track 
of the links between objects and allows operations to be 
performed at the graph level. Thus, it is possible to load, 
insert, delete or update an entire graph of objects provided 
a CocoBase connection is given. 
0125. An easy way of understanding the job performed 
by a Navigator is to imagine it a monitor of object graphs. 
For each of these graphs, the Navigator keeps has a memory 
image and a persistent image. When the Navigator is first 
used, both the memory and persistent images are empty. As 
links are populated, the memory image grows. A method 
(e.g., updateAllLinks ( . . . )) can be then invoked to 
propagate changes and synchronize the persistent image 
with the state of the memory image. Conversely, a persistent 
graph image can be loaded into memory by invoking load 
AllLinks (. . . ). 
0126 The funcionality available in the Navigator class is 
similar to that available in the old Coconavigate class, but 
it is provided here at an instance level. Thus, it is possible 
to have several Navigator instances associated to the same or 
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different models. Further, all memory resources can be 
reclaimed by the garbage collector once the instance is no 
longer needed. 
Features Implemented in this Version: 
0127 multiple navigation models—a navigation model is 
essencially a namespace in which a set of link descriptions 
is defined. Each model is identified and defined by the 
properties file that describes the link information and is 
associated to set of object graphs. A model can be specified 
by invoking the method setModel (. . . ). Once a model is 
defined, description contained in the model-name.properties 
file or in the CocoBase repository (not available yet) is 
translated into CBLink link descriptors (see class CBLink 
for details). If no model is specified, a model called “Cocon 
avLinks' is automatically created from the description con 
tained in Coconavlinks. properties. It is possible to work 
with more than one model (and properties files) at the same 
time and to switch between those models as well. 

0128. The basic format of a properties file that describes 
a model is the following: 

:list of links defined for MapName1 
MapName1 LINKS=linkName1.linkNamel...I 
;the list of field labels used as navigation key in 
MapName1 
MapName1 linkName1 KEY=keyNamel, keyName2,...I 
;the name of the map that maps the target object 
MapName1 linkName1 TARGET MAP=mapName 
;the list of field labels used as navigation key in the 

target map 
MapName1 linkName1 TARGET KEY=keyName1.keyName2,... 
;the full class name of the java class corresponding to 

the target map 
MapName1 linkName1 TARGET CLASS=pkgname.class name 
;the type of the link (one-to-many, one-to-one, many-to 

one, many-to-many) 
MapName1 linkName1 TARGET TYPE=1 M(default)1 1M 1 
M M 
;the qualifier of the link (used for code generation 

purposes) 
MapName1 linkName1 TARGET QUALIFIER=ST D LINK(default) 
BEAN LINK 
;will the target object be automatically loaded (use false 

for “lazy load) 
MapName1 linkName1 AUTONAV=true(default) false 
;will this link cascade deletion to the target object? 
MapName1 linkName1 TARGET DELETE=true(default) false 
;will this link cascade updates to the target object? 
MapName1 linkName1 TARGET UPDATE=true false(default) 
;will this link cascade insertion to the target object? 
MapName1 linkName1 TARGET INSERT=true(default) false 
:specify this link definition as inverse of another 

(optional when type is 1 1, 1 M, M 1) 
MapName1 linkName1 INVERSE OF=mapName linkName 
;the name of the associative map for many-to-many links 

(requires INVERSE OF entry) 
MapName1 linkName1 M TO M MAP=mapName 

EXAMPLE 

0129. Department LINKS=employees 
0130 Department employees KEY=ID 
0131 Department employees TARGET KEY=DE 
PARTMENT 

0132) Department employees TARGET 
ployee 

MAP=Em 
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0133. Department employees TARGET CLASS=com 
..foo. Employee 
0134) Department employees TARGET TYPE=1 M 
0135) Department employees TARGET QUALIFIER= 
STD LINK 

0.136) Department employees AUTONAV=true 
0137 Department employees TARGET DELETE=true 
0.138. Department employees TARGET INSERT=true 
0139) Department employees TARGET UPDATE=true 
0140 Employee LINKS=dependents 
0141 circular references are supported in the object 
model, a circular reference or cycle occurs when it is 
possible for object to directly or indirectly refer to itself 
Such models are Supported and correctly managed by the 
INVERSE OF keyword that can be included in the proper 
ties file. Note that “inverse' links between objects are 
inherently bidirectional and can be navigated back and forth, 
as in a unoriented graph (as long as navigation is enabled in 
both directions). This is a very important feature since it 
allows any object in a given graph to be used as an 
navigation entry point. 
0142 Employee LINKS=department 
0143 Employee department INVERSE OF=Depart 
ment employees 
0144. Department LINKS=employees 
0145 Department employees INVERSE OF=Employ 
ee department 
0146 support for dynamic fields—upon loading a graph, 
any object property (i.e. public field or getter/setter pair) that 
has the type declared as a java. util. Vector or as a thought 
.Cocobase.navapi. LinkObjProxy will be populated with spe 
cial dynamic proxies that monitor and update the state of a 
link, provided the property name matches the link name of 
the corresponding link. This allows bidirectional references 
to be automatically maintained in a consistent way. For 
example: 

class Employee implements CBProp { 
LinkObjProxy department; 

class Department implements CBProp { 
Vector employees; 

Navigator n = new Navigator(myBase); 
Department hardware = myBase.select(new 
Department(100,HARDWARE''.aCompany)); 
if load a graph of objects from a given department 
n.loadAllLinks(hardware); 
if add this point hardware.employees is populated with a 

special dynamic Vector 
Employee john = new Employee(10010, John’.“123 Main St”); 
if at this point john.department is null and 

hardware.employees.contains(john)==false 
hardware.employees.addElement(john); 
if at this point john.department is a special dynamic 

proxy containing hardware 
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-continued 

if and hardware.employees.contains(john)==true 
john.department.set(null); 
if at this point john.department.get()==null and 

hardware.employees.contains(john)==false 
n.addLink(john,"department.hardware); 
if at this point john.department.get( )==hardware 
if and hardware.employees.contains (john)==true 

0.147. In the example above, if an Employee object is 
added to the vector employees of a Department object, it will 
have that department automatically contained in the proxy 
field department. Conversely, if that Employee object sets 
the object contained by the proxy field department to null, 
the department will be automatically removed from the 
Vector employees of the corresponding department. Also, 
any calls to addLink (...) and removeLink (...) will have 
the result reflected in the corresponding fields. 

0.148 automatic synchronization of object properties if 
the class of the object being used as an entry point for 
navigation has a property (field or getter/setter pair) with a 
name matching a the name of the corresponding link as 
defined in the model, the contents of such property will be 
automatically merged with the object graph. So if, for 
example, in the case where references between objects are 
created “manually” (i.e. links are not automatically popu 
lated by the loadAllLinks method) and update AllLinks (. . 
... ) is invoked, before the update actually occurs, the refer 
ences between the objects will be identified and the corre 
sponding links will be created and merged into the object 
graph. 

0149. In the code bellow, the references between anEmp 
and aGhild through the field dependends will be automati 
cally identified (since the referring field has the same name 
as the link name defined for the class Employee in the 
navigation model) and will be added to the graph. As a 
result, a call to update AllLinks (. . . .anEmp, . . . ) will 
provoke the insertion of both anEmp and aGhild to the 
memory and persistent images of that graph (note that the 
navigation model mast have cascade insertion enabled in the 
direction Employee->dependents for that to happen): 

public class Employee { 
String name: 
Vector dependents; 

" 
public class Dependent { 

String name: 
Employee parent; 

Employee anEmp = new Employee(“John Foo'); 
Dependent aChild = new Dependent(“Lori Foo'); 
anEmp.dependents = new java. util. Vector(); 
anEmp.dependents.addElement(aChild); 
if at this point aChild-parent==null and 

anEmp.dependents.contains(aChild)==true 

Navigator n = new Navigator(myBase); 
n.update AllLinks(anEmp, Department,true); 
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-continued 

if at this point the object graph contains a link between 
anEmp and achild 
if and aGhild-parent==anEmp 

0150 support for pure object models—objects do not 
necessarily have to declare fields/properties in order to 
establish links with other objects. Instead, the methods 
addLink(...)...getAllLinkedTo(...) and removeLink(. . . 
) can be used for that purpose. Thus, the object model can 
be pure and more reusable, provided no code dependency 
will exist between the classes. The concept of virtual foreign 
key fields (i.e. foreign key fields do not need to be defined 
in the object class) and non-CBProp object classes (i.e. 
classes that do not implement CBProp) are also supported 
for that same purpose. 
0151 customized link visitors—objects in the object 
graph can be visited by visitor objects (i.e. objects that 
implement the LinkVisitor interface), thus allowing the 
functionality to be extended with customized behavior. For 
example, the code bellow creates a visitor object that prints 
contents of the visited link so that the whole object graph can 
be printed by invoking the method visitAllLinks(. . . ). 

n.visitAllLinks (hardware, 
new Link Visitor() { 

public void 
visitLink(Coco DriverInterface codi, 

CBLink 
cbLink, 

Object obj, 
String 

mapName, 
String 

linkName, 
Object 

target, 
int 

distance, 
boolean 

hasBeenVisited) { 
for (int i=0; i < distance+1; 

i++) System.out.print(\t”); // we use tabs to indicate the 
level in the tree 

System.out.println(" + 
linkName + i + target + (has)BeenVisited ?" ++ : “”)); 

}, 
false); 

0152) 
0153) 

Complete usage example: 
Assume the following object model: 

class Employee implements CBProp { 
long id: 
String name: 
Employee Imanager; 
Vector lSubordinates: 
LinkObjProxy lodepartment: 
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class Department implements CBProp { 
long id: 
String name: 
Vector lemployees; 
LinkObjProxy loompany; 

class Company implements CBProp { 
long id: 
String name: 
Vector lodepartments: 

0154 Suppose the following database description 
(assume each table has a corresponding map definition) for 
the object model given above: 

O155 CREATE TABLE COMPANY (ID NUMERIC 
(15), NAME VARCHAR(15) ) 

0156) CREATE TABLE DEPARTMENT ( ID 
NUMERIC (15), NAME VARCHAR (15), COMPANY 
NUMERIC(15) ) 

O157 CREATE TABLE EMPLOYEE (ID NUMERIC 
(15), NAME VARCHAR (15), DEPARTMENT 
NUMERIC (15), MANAGER NUMERIC(15) ) 

0158. The CoconavIlinks properties file is something 
like: 

0159) 
0160 
0.161 Company laepartments KEY=ID 
0162 Company laepartments TARGET KEY= 
COMPANY 

0163 Company laepartments TARGET MAP=De 
partment 

0.164 Company laepartments TARGET CLASS= 
com.foo. Department 

0165 Company laepartments TARGET TYPE= 
1 M 

0166 Company laepartments TARGET OUA 
LIFIER=STD LINK 

0167) 
01.68 
true 

0169 
false 

0170) 
true 

0171 Company laepartments INVERSE OF=De 
partment lcompany 

#This is the navigation properties file 
Company LINKS=1 departments 

Company laepartments AUTONAV=true 
Company laepartments TARGET DELETE= 

Company laepartments TARGET UPDATE= 

Company laepartments TARGET INSERT= 

0172 Department LINKS=lcompany.lemployees 
0173 Department lcompany KEY=COMPANY 
0.174 Department lcompany TARGET KEY=ID 
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epartment lcompany =O- O175 D 1 TARGET MAP-C 
pany 

0176) Department lcompany TARGET CLASS= 
com.foo Company 

0177 Department lcompany TARGET TYPE=M 1 
0.178 Department lcompany TAR 
GET QUALIFIER-STD LINK 

0179 
0180 
false 

0181 
false 

0182 
false 

0183) Department lcompany INVERSE OF=Com 
pany laepartments 

0.184 Department lemployees KEY=ID 
0185. Department lemployees TARGET KEY=DE 
PARTMENT 

0186. Department lemployees TARGET MAP=Em 
ployee 

0187 Department lemployees TARGET CLASS= 
com.foo. Employee 

0188 Department lemployees TARGET TYPE= 
1 M 

0189 Department lemployees TAR 
GET QUALIFIER-STD LINK 

0190. Department lemployees AUTONAV=true 
0191) Department lemployees TARGET DELETE= 
true 

0192) 
true 

0.193) 
true 

0194 Department lemployees INVERSE OF=Em 
ployee laepartment 

0.195 Employee LINKS=ldepartment, 
lsubordinates 

0196) Employee ldepartment KEY=DEPARTMENT 
0197) Employee ldepartment TARGET KEY=ID 
0198 Employee ldepartment TARGET MAP=De 
partment 

0199 Employee ldepartment TARGET CLASS= 
com.foo.Department 

0200 Employee ldepartment TARGET TYPE=M 1 
0201 Employee laepartment TARGET OUA 
LIFIFER=STD LINK 

0202) Employee ldepartment AUTONAV=true 
0203 Employee ldepartment TARGET DELETE= 
false 

Department lcompany AUTONAV=true 
Department lcompany TARGET DELETE= 

Department lcompany TARGET UPDATE= 

Department lcompany TARGET INSERT= 

Department lemployees TARGET INSERT= 

Department lemployees TARGET UPDATE= 

lmanager, 
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0204 Employee ldepartment TARGET UPDATE= 
false 

0205 Employee ldepartment TARGET INSERT= 
false 

0206 Employee ldepartment INVERSE OF=De 
partment lemployees 

0207 Employee Imanager KEY=MANAGER 
0208 Employee Imanager TARGET KEY=ID 
0209 Employee Imanager TARGET MAP=Em 
ployee 

0210 Employee lmanager TARGET CLASS=com 
..foo. Employee 

0211 Employee Imanager TARGET TYPE=M 1 
0212 Employee lmanager TARGET OUALI 
FIFER-STD LINK 

0213 Employee lmanager AUTONAV=true 
0214) Employee Imanager TARGET DELETE= 
false 

0215 Employee Imanager TARGET UPDATE= 
false 

0216) Employee Imanager TARGET INSERT=false 
0217 Employee Imanager INVERSE OF=Employ 
eelsubordinates 

0218 Employee lsubordinates KEY=ID 
0219 Employee lsubordinates TARGET KEY= 
MANAGER 

0220 Employee lsubordinates TARGET MAP=Em 
ployee 

0221 Employee lsubordinates TARGET CLASS= 
com.foo. Employee 

0222 Employee lsubordinates TARGET TYPE= 
1 M 

0223 Employee lsubordinates TAR 
GET QUALIFIFER-STD LINK 

0224 Employee lsubordinates AUTONAV=true 
0225 Employee lsubordinates TARGET DELETE= 
false 

0226 Emplovee 1subordinates TARGET INSERT= ploy 
true 

0227 Employee lsubordinates TARGET UPDATE= 
false 

0228 Employee lsubordinates INVERSE OF=Em 
ployee manager 

0229) Let us now use the Navigator class accordingly: 

Company company = my Base. Select(new 
Company(1.."FOO"), "Company”); 
n = new Navigator(myBase) 
if load a graph of objects from a given department 
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n.loadAllLinkS(company,'Company); 
inthdwidx = company.ldepartments.indexOf(new 

Department(100,hardware”)); 
Department hardware = 

company.ldepartments.elementAt(hdwIdx); 
if let us make some changes to the graph using the proxy 

fields 
Employee john = new Employee(10010, John Foo”, “123 Main 

St); 
hardware. lemployees.addElement(john); 
if at this point, john. Idepartment.get(i) == hardware and 
if hardware. lemployees.contains(john) == true 
if let us remove some of the links using the proxy fields 
hardware. lemployees.removeElement At(0); 
company.ldepartments.removeElement(new 

Department(200, ACCOUNT)): 
if let us update all changes 
n.update AllLinks(company,Company); 
if let us now make some more changes to the graph using 

the navigator 
mary = new Employee(10010, John Foo”, “123 Main 
St.hardware); 
if the line below will create a link between “mary and 

“hardware' and automatically 
// add “mary to the “hardware. lemployees' Vector and 
ff assign “hardware' to the “mary.ldeparment field 
n.addLink(mary, “Employee’.“ldeparment, hardware); 
if the line below has no effect since “mary” and 

“hardware are already linked 
n.addLink(hardware."Department, lemployees'.mary); 
if let us set john as mary's Supervisor 
n.addLink(john, Employee','lsubordinates'.mary); 
if we can also retrieve all employees subordinated to john 

using the navigator 
Object johnsSubordinates = 

n.getAllLinkedToGohn, Employee','lsubordinates'); 
if and remove one of his subordinates 
Employee fstJohn Subordinate = (Employee) 

john.subordinates.firstElement(); 
n.removeLink(fstJohnSubordinate,"Employee’.“lmanager.john) 
s 
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if which has the exact same effect as 
n.removeLink(john, Employee','lsubordinates', 
fstJohnSubordinate); 
fi or as removing from the Vector directly 
john. Subordinates.removeElement(fstJohnSubordinate); 
if let us now update all changes since the last call to 

update AllLinks 
n.update AllLinks(company); 
if at this point both the memory and persistent graph 

images are synchronized 

0230 See Also: 
0231 thought.CocoBase.navapi, CBLink 

0232 Constructor Summary 
0233 Navigator () 
0234 Constructs a Navigator instance using the 
default model 

0235 Navigator (CocodriverInterface cdi) 
0236 Constructs a Navigator instance using the 
default model and sets its CocoBase connection to a 
persistent data source. 

0237 Navigator (Coco DriverInterface cdi, java 
lang. String model) Constructs a Navigator instance using 
the given model and sets its CocoBase connection to a 
persistent data source. 
0238 Navigator (java.lang. String model) 
0239 Constructs a Navigator instance using the given 
model. 

0240 Method Summary 

TABLE 1. 

void 

void 

void 

int 

int 

addLink(java.lang.Object object, 
java.lang. String linkName, 
java.lang. Object target) 

Invokes addLink(Object, String,String,Object) 
sending object.getClass( ).getName() as the map 
ill. 

addLink(java.lang.Object obj, 
java.lang. String mapName, 
java.lang. String linkName, 
java.lang. Object target) 

Establishes a link between two objects in the object 
graph of this Navigator. 

clear() 
Clears the memory and persistent graph images held 
by this Navigator and resets all information about 
loaded links. 

delete AllLinks(java.lang.Object object) 
Invokes 
deleteAllLinks(Object, String,boolean) 
sending object.getClass( ).getName() as the map 
name and true as the deleteRoot flag. 

delete AllLinks(java.lang.Object object, 
java.lang. String mapName) 

Invokes 
deleteAllLinks(Object, String,boolean) 
sending true as the deleteRoot flag. 
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int delete AllLinks(java.lang.Object obj, 
java. 

java.lang.Object 
java. 

java.lang. Object getA 
java. 

java.lang. Object getA 
java. 

findObject(java.l 

Deletes all objects linked to 
recusively, 

ang. String mapName) 
Finds the object instance in 

ILinkedTo(Java.lang. Object 
ang. String linkName) 

String) sending object.getCl 
as the map name. 
ILinkedTo(Java.lang. Object 
ang. String mapName, 

java. ang. String linkName) 
Returns an array containing 

Coco DriverInterface getConnection() 
Returns the CocoBase conn 

ang. String mapName, boolean deleteRoot) 
a given object, 

rom the persistent data source. 
ang.Object object, 

the memory graph image 
of this Navigator that is equal to the given object. 

object, 

invokes getAllLinkedTo(Object, String, 
ass( ).getName() 

obj, 

the objects linked to a 
given object through a given link. 

ection to a persistent data 
Source associated to this Navigator. 

Returns a Navigator object registered in the internal 

static int getDebugLevel() 
Returns the current debug level. 

static Navigator getInstance(ava.lang. String instanceId) 

static pool. 
java.lang. String getModel() 

Transaction getTr 

int insertA 

int insertAllLinks(java.lang.Objec 
java. 

iava. 

Navigator. 
static java.util.Enumeration getRegisteredIds() 

pool. 

ansaction( ) 
Returns the CocoBase trans 

persistent data source. 

nvokes 

Returns the current model associated to this 

Returns an Enumeration object containing with all 
he ids of instances registered in the internal static 

action this Navigator 
should use to bind objects when updating the 

Links(java.lang.Object object) 

insertAllLinks(Object,String,boolean) 
sending object.getClass( ).g etName() as the map 
name and true as the insertRoot flag. 

lang. String mapName) 
Invokes 

object, 

insertAllLinks(Object,String,boolean) 
sending true as the insertRoot flag. 

int insertAllLinks(java.lang.Object obj, 
lang. String mapName, boolean insertRoot) 
Inserts all objects linked to 
recusively, in the persistent 

a given object, 
data source. 

java.lang.Object oadAllLinks(java.lang. Object object) 

java.lang.Object 

java.lang.Object oadAllLinks(java.lang. Object obj, 
ang. String mapName, boolean bindCobjects) 

java.lang.Object oadLink(java.lang.Object objec 

iava. 

iava. 

sending object.getClass( ).g 
Invokes loadAllLinks(Object,String,boolean) 

etName() as the map 
name and true as the bindCobjects flag. 

ang. String mapName) 

sending true as the bindCob 

Loads all objects linked to 

oadAllLinks(java.lang. Object object, 

Invokes loadAllLinks(Object,String,boolean) 
ects flag. 

a given object, reclusively, 
from the persistent data source. 

ang. String linkName) 
Invokes 

true as the forceLoad flag. 

s 

oadLink(Object,String, Stringboolean,boolean) 
sending object.getClass( ).getName() as 
he map name, true as the bindCobjects flag and 
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java.lang.Object 

java.lang.Object 

java.lang.Object 

java.lang.Object 

java.lang.Object 

static void 

void 

void 

void 

void 

void 

static void 

void 

void 

void 

static void 

int 

int 
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TABLE 1-continued 

oadLink(java.lang.Object object, 
java.lang. String mapName, 
java.lang. String linkName) 

nvokes 
oadLink(Object,String, Stringboolean,boolean) 
sending true as the bindCobjects flag and 
true as the forceLoad flag. 

oadLink(java.lang.Object obj, 
java.lang. String mapName, 
java.lang. String linkName, boolean bindCobjects, 

boolean forceLoad) 
Loads all objects linked to a given object through the 
specified link from the persistent data source. 

oadLinks(ava.lang. Object object) 
nvokes loadLinkS(Object,String,boolean) 
sending object.getClass( ).getName() as the map 
name and true as the bindCobjects flag. 

oadLinks(ava.lang. Object object, 
java.lang. String mapName) 

nvokes loadLinkS(Object,String,boolean) 
sending true as the bindCobjects flag. 

oadLinks(ava.lang. Object obj, 
java.lang. String mapName, boolean bindCobjects) 

Loads all objects linked to a given object from the 
persistent data source. 

registerInstance(ava.lang. String instanceID, 
Navigator nav) 

Adds a Navigator object to the internal static pool. 
removeLink(java.lang.Object object, 
java.lang. String linkName, 
java.lang.Object target) 

Invokes 
removeLink(Object,String,String,Object) 
sending object.getClass( ).getName() as the map 
ill. 

removeLink(java.lang.Object obj, 
java.lang. String mapName, 
java.lang. String linkName, 
java.lang.Object target) 

Removes a link between two objects. 
removeLinks(java.lang. Object ob) 

Invokes removeLinkS(Object,String) sending 
object.getClass( ).getName() as the map name. 

removeLinks(java.lang. Object obj, 
java.lang. String mapName) 

Removes an object from the object graph by 
removing all existing links to that object. 

setConnection (Coco DriverInterface coli) 
Associates the CocoBase connection to a persistent 
data source with this Navigator. 

setDebugLevel (int level) 
Sets the current debug level. 

setModel (ava.lang. String modelName) 
Sets the model to be used by this Navigator. 

setProperties(java. util. Properties properties) 
Sets the properties that control the behavior of this 
Navigator. 

setTransaction (Transaction transaction) 
Sets the transaction to which objects should be bound 
by this Navigator when updating the persistent data 
SOUCe. 

unregisterInstance(ava.lang. String instanceId) 
Removes a Navigator object from the internal static 
pool. 

update AllLinks(java.lang.Object object) 
Invokes 
update AllLinkS(Object,String,boolean) 
sending object.getClass( ).getName() as the map 
name and true as the updateRoot flag. 

update AllLinks(java.lang.Object object, 
java.lang. String mapName) 

f** Invokes 
update AllLinkS(Object,String,boolean) 
sending true as the updateRoot flag. 

Apr. 19, 2007 
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int update AllLinks(java.lang.Object obj, 
java.lang. String mapName, boolean updateRoot) 

Apr. 19, 2007 

Updates the persistent data source with all changes 
made to memory graph image that are not yet 
propagated to the persistent graph image. 

int visitAllLinks(java.lang.Object object, 
LinkVisitor visitor, boolean sync) 

Invokes 
visitAllLinks(Object, String, LinkVisitorboolean) 
sending object.getClass( ).getName() as 
the map name. 

int visitAllLinks(java.lang.Object obj, 
java.lang. String mapName, LinkVisitor visitor, 
boolean sync) 

Visits a given object and invokes 
visitor.visitLink(...) for each of the target 
objects linked to it, recusively. 

0241 Methods Inherited from Class java.lang. Object 

0242 clone, equals, finalize, getclass, hashCode, notify, 
notify All, toString, wait, wait, wait 

0243 Constructor Detail 

0244 Navigator Constructor Examples 

0245 public Navigator ( ) 

0246 Constructs a Navigator instance using the 
default model 

0247 public Navigator (Coco DriverInterface cdi) 

0248 Constructs a Navigator instance using the 
default model and sets its CocoBase connection to a 
persistent data source. 

0249 Parameters: 

0250 ccdi the CocoBase connection to a persistent 
data source 

0251 public Navigator(Coco DriverInterface cdi, java 
lang. String model) 

0252 Constructs a Navigator instance using the given 
model and sets its CocoBase connection to a persistent 
data source. 

0253 Parameters: 

0254 cai the CocoBase connection to a persistent 
data source 

0255 model—the CocoBase connection to a persistent 
data source 

0256 public Navigator(java.lang. String model) 

0257 Constructs a Navigator instance using the given 
model. 

0258 Parameters: 

0259 model—the CocoBase connection to a persistent 
data source 

0260 Navigation Method Detail 
0261) addLink 

public void addLink(java.lang.Object obj, 
java.lang. String mapName, 
java.lang. String linkName, 
java.lang. Object target) 

0262 Establishes a link between two objects in the 
object graph of this Navigator. Does not have any effect 
if the link already exists or if a corresponding link is not 
defined in the current model. In order to make the link 
persistent, either the method update AllLinks(. . . ) or 
the method insertAllLinks(. . . ) must be invoked. 

0263. If the class of the object being linked has a 
property (getter/setter pair or public field) with a name 
that matches the given link name, that property will be 
set with the object being linked. Also, any “special 
Vector or proxy fields that populate such object prop 
erty will be notified to add the new linked object. 

0264 Parameters: 
0265 obi the source object 
0266 mapName—the map name corresponding to the 
class of obj 

0267 linkName the name of the link that connects 
ob to the target 

0268 target the target object 

0269. See Also: 
0270 updateAllLinks (Object, String, boolean), 
0271 insertAllLinks(Object.String) 

0272 deleteAlILinks 

public int delete AllLinks(java.lang.Object object, 
java.lang. String mapName) 
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0273 Invokes delete.All links (Object, String,boolean) 
sending true as the deleteRoot flag. 

0274 Parameters: 

0275 object the object used as entry-point for navi 
gating in the object graph 

0276 mapName the map name corresponding to the 
class of object 

0277 Returns: 

0278 the number of objects deleted 

0279) See Also: 
0280 delete AllLinks(Object, Stringboolean) 

0281 getAllLinkedTo 

public java.lang. Object getAllLinkedToGjava.lang. Object obj, 
java.lang. String mapName, 
java.lang. String linkName) 

0282) Returns an array containing the objects linked to 
a given object through a given link. An empty array is 
returned if no linked object is found or if a correspond 
ing link is not defined in the current model. 

0283 Parameters: 

0284 obi Object the source object 

0285 mapName String the map name corresponding 
to the class of obj 

0286 linkName String the link name that identifies 
the link 

0287. Returns: 

0288 Object the array of linked objects 

0289 insertAllLinks 

public int insertAllLinks(java.lang.Object object, 
java.lang. String mapName) 

0290 Invokes insertAllLinks (Object, String, boolean) 
sending true as the insertRoot flag. 

0291 Parameters: 
0292 obiect—the object used as entry-point for navi ry-p 
gating in the object graph 

0293 mapName the map name corresponding to the 
class of object 

0294 Returns: 

0295) the number of objects inserted 
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0296) See Also: 
0297) 

0298) 
insert All links (Object, String, boolean) 

load AllLinks 

public java.lang.Object loadAllLinks(java.lang. Object object, 
java.lang. String mapName) 

0299 Invokes load AllLinks (Object.String,boolean) 
sending true as the bindObjects flag. 

0300 Parameters: 
0301 object the object used as entry-point for navi 
gating in the object graph 

0302 mapName the map name corresponding to the 
class of object 

0303 Returns: 
0304 
0305) See Also: 
0306 load AllLinks (Object, String, boolean) 

0307 

the modified instance of the object passed in 

removeLink 

public void removeLink(java.lang. Object obj, 
java.lang. String mapName, 
java.lang. String linkName, 
java.lang.Object target) 

0308 Removes a link between two objects. Does not 
have any effect if the link does not exist or if a 
corresponding link is not defined in the current model. 

0309 If the class of the object being unlinked has a 
property (getter/setter pair or public field) with a name 
that matches the given link name, any 'special proxy 
fields that populate such object property will be notified 
to remove the unlinked object. 

0310 Parameters: 
0311 obi the source object 
0312 mapName—the map name corresponding to the 
class of obj 

0313 linkName the name of the link that connects 
ob to the target 

0314) 
0315 See Also: 
0316 updateAllLinks(Object.Stringboolean) 

0317 update AllLinks 

target—the target object 

public intupdate AllLinks(java.lang.Object object, 
java.lang. String mapName) 
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0318 /* Invokes update AllLinks (Object, String, 
boolean) sending true as the updateRoot flag. 

0319 Parameters: 
0320 object the object used as entry-point for navi 
gating in the object graph 

0321 mapName—the map name corresponding to the 
class of object 

0322 Returns: 
0323 the total number of objects updated, deleted or 
inserted 

0324 See Also: 
0325 update.AllLinks(Object.String,boolean) 

0326 visitAllLinks 

public int visitAllLinks(java.lang.Object obj, 
java.lang. String mapName, 
LinkVisitor visitor, 
boolean sync) 

0327 Visits a given object and invokes visitor.vis 
itLink(...) for each of the target objects linked to it, 
recusively. This method is provided as a generic 
mechanism to implement customized behavior that can 
be aplied to all objects of an object graph that are 
reachable from a given navigation entry point. If this 
method is used to propagate changes to a persistent data 
Source, the flag sync should be set to true. 

0328 Parameters: 
0329 obj the object used as entry-point for navigat 
ing in the object graph 

0330 mapName the map name corresponding to the 
class of obj 

0331 visitor—LinkVisitor the visitor object 
0332 sync boolean indicates if the memory image 
graph should be synchronized the persistent image in 
the end of the process 

0333 Returns: 
0334 int the number of objects visited 

0335) addLink 

public void addLink(ava.lang.Object object, 
java.lang. String linkName, 
java.lang. Object target) 

0336 Invokes addLink (Object, String, String, Object) 
sending object.getclass() getName() as the map name. 

0337 Parameters: 
0338 object the source object 
0339 linkName the name of the link that connects 
object to the target 

0340 target the target object 
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0341) See Also: 
0342 addLink(Object, StringString,Object) 

0343 deleteAllLinks 
0344) public int delete.All links(java.lang. Object object) 

0345 Invokes delete AllLinks (Object, String, bool 
ean) sending object.getclass( ) getName() as the map 
name and true as the deleteRoot flag. 

0346 Parameters: 
0347 object the object used as entry-point for navi 
gating in the object graph 

0348 Returns: 
0349 the number of objects deleted 

0350) See Also: 
0351 delete AllLinks(Object, String,boolean) 

0352 deleteAllLinks 

public int delete AllLinks(java.lang.Object obj, 
java.lang. String mapName, 
boolean deleteRoot) 

0353 Deletes all objects linked to a given object, 
recusively, from the persistent data source. The object 
given as parameter will also be deleted if the delete 
Root flag is true. Note that only the objects to which 
deletion should cascade (according to the current 
model) will be deleted. In case a CocoBase Transaction 
is defined, the objects will be bound to be deleted 
instead. The deleted object will also be removed from 
object graph and both persistent and memory graph 
images will be synchronized to the persistent data 
source with respect to the deleted objects. Note that 
objects to be inserted will not be added to the persistent 
image so that a Subsequent call to insertAllLinkS(. . . 
) or update AllLinks(. . . ) will insert such objects. 

0354) If the class of the object given as parameter has 
a property (getter/setter pair or public field) with a 
name that matches a given link name, the referred 
objects reachable by that link will recursively “merge” 
into the object graph before the deletion phase takes 
place. Also, any “special Vector or proxy fields that 
populate such object property will be notified to 
remove the deleted links. 

0355 Parameters: 
0356 obj the object used as entry-point for navigat 
ing in the object graph 

0357 mapName the map name corresponding to the 
class of obj 

0358 deleteRoot indicates if obi must be deleted 

0359 Returns: 
0360 the number of objects deleted 
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0361 See Also: 
0362 insertAllLinks(Object.String,boolean), 
0363 update.AllLinks(Object.String,boolean) 

0364) getAllLinkedTo 

public java.lang. Object getAllLinkedToGava.lang. Object object, 
java.lang. String linkName) 

0365 Invokes getAllLinkedTo(Object, String, String) 
sending object.getclass().getName() as the map name. 

0366 Parameters: 
0367 object the source object 
0368 linkName the name of the link that connects 
object to the target linked objects 

0369 Returns: 
0370 the array containing the linked objects 
0371) See Also: 
0372) getAllLinkedTo(Object, String, String) 

0373) getConnection 
0374 public Coco DriverInterface getConnection() 

0375 Returns the CocoBase connection to a persistent 
data source associated to this Navigator. 

0376 Returns: 
0377 CocodriverInterface the CocoBase connection 

0378) getDebugLevel 
0379 public static int getDebug|Level() 
0380 Returns the current debug level. O means debug 

is not enabled. 

0381 Returns: 
0382) 

0383) getModel 
0384 public java.lang. String getModel() 

the debug level 

0385) Returns the current model associated to this 
Navigator. 

0386 Returns: 
0387 the String representing the current model 

0388 insertAllLinks 
0389 public int insertAllLinks(java.lang. Object object) 

0390 Invokes insertAllLinks (Object, String, boolean) 
sending object.getclass( ).getname() as the map name 
and true as the insertRoot flag. 

0391 Parameters: 
0392 obiect—the object used as entry-point for navi ry-p 
gating in the object graph 

0393 Returns: 
0394 the number of objects inserted 
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0395. See Also: 
0396 insertAllLinks(Object.String,boolean) 

0397) insertAllLinks 

public int insertAllLinks(java.lang.Object obj, 
java.lang. String mapName, 
boolean insertRoot) 

0398. Inserts all objects linked to a given object, recu 
sively, in the persistent data source. The object given as 
parameter will also be inserted if the insertRoot flag is 
true. Note that only the objects to which insertion 
should cascade (according to the current model) and 
that are not yet in the persistent graph image will be 
inserted. In case a CocoBase Transaction is defined, the 
objects will be bound to be inserted instead. After a 
Successful invocation of this method, the persistent and 
memory graph images will be synchronized to the 
persistent data source with respect to the deleted 
objects. Note that objects to be deleted will not be 
included in the persistent image so that a Subsequent 
call to delete AllLinks( . . . ) or update AllLinks( . . . ) 
will delete such objects. 

0399. If the class of the object given as parameter has 
a property (getter/setter pair or public field) with a 
name that matches a given link name, the referred 
objects reachable by that link will recursively “merge” 
into the object graph before the insertion phase takes 
place. 

0400 Parameters: 
0401 cdi the CocoBase connection 
0402 obj the object used as entry-point for navigat 
ing in the object graph 

0403 mapName the map name corresponding to the 
class of obj 

0404 insertRoot indicates if obj must be inserted 
04.05 Returns: 
0406 the number of objects inserted 
0407. See Also: 
0408 delete AllLinks(Object, String,boolean), 
0409 updateAllLinks(Object.Stringboolean) 

0410 loadAllLinks 
0411 public java.lang. Object 
lang. Object object) 

0412 Invokes load AllLinks (Object, String, boolean) 
sending object.getclass( ) getName() as the map name 
and true as the bindObjects flag. 

0413 Parameters: 

load AllLinkS(java 

0414 obiect—the obiect used as entry-point for navi ry-p 
gating in the object graph 

0415 Returns: 
0416) the modified instance of the object passed in 
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0417) See Also: 
0418 load AllLinks(Object, Stringboolean) 

0419 loadAllLinks 

public java.lang.Object loadAllLinks(java.lang. Object obj, 
java.lang. String mapName, 
boolean bindObjects) 

0420 Loads all objects linked to a given object, recu 
sively, from the persistent data source. Note that only 
the objects to which load should cascade (according to 
the current model) will be loaded. If a CocoBase 
transaction is defined and the flag bindObjects is true, 
the loaded objects will be bound to that transaction. All 
objects loaded will be add to both the memory and 
persistent graph images. The links followed will be 
marked as visited for the object being loaded and will 
not be followed again for the same object. Thus, any 
Subsequent call to load AllLinkS(. . . ).loadLinkS(. . . 
) or loadLink.(...) for the object being loaded will have 
no effect on the visited links. 

0421) If the class of the object being loaded has a 
property (getter/setter pair or public field) with a name 
that matches a given link name, that object property 
will be set with the object loaded through that link. 
Also, if such property is declared as a java. util. Vector 
or a LinkObjProxy, a special “dynamic proxy will be 
used to populate the property, so that it can not only be 
notified about changes in the link but also propagate 
Such changes to other proxies monitoring that same 
link. 

0422 Parameters: 
0423 obj the object used as entry-point for navigat 
ing in the object graph 

0424 mapName—the map name corresponding to the 
class of obj 

0425 bindobjects indicates if the loaded objects will 
be bound to the current CocoBase transaction 

0426 
0427 
0428 

Returns: 

the modified instance of the object passed in 
See Also: 

0429 loadLinks(Object, Stringboolean), 
0430 loadLink(Object.String,String,boolean,bool 
ean). LinkObjProxy 

0431) loadLink 

public java.lang.Object loadLink(java.lang.Object object, 
java.lang. String linkName) 

0432 Invokes loadLink(Object, String, String, bool 
ean, boolean) sending object.getclass( ) getName() as 
the map name, true as the bindobjects flag and true as 
the forceLoad flag. 
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0433 Parameters: 
0434 object the object of which the given link will 
be loaded 

0435 linkName the name of the link to be followed 
0436 Returns: 
0437 the modified instance of the object passed in 
0438) See Also: 
0439 load AllLinks(Object, String,boolean), 
0440 loadLinks(Object, Stringboolean) 

0441 loadLink 

public java.lang.Object loadLink(java.lang.Object object, 
java.lang. String mapName, 
java.lang. String linkName) 

0442. Invokes loadLink(Object, String, String, bool 
ean, boolean) sending true as the bindObjects flag and 
true as the forceLoad flag. 

0443) Parameters: 
0444 object the object of which the given link will 
be loaded 

0445 mapName—the map name corresponding to the 
class of object 

0446 linkName the name of the link to be followed 
0447 Returns: 
0448 the modified instance of the object passed in 
0449) See Also: 
0450 load AllLinks(Object, String,boolean), 
0451 loadLinks(Object, Stringboolean) 

0452 loadLink 

public java.lang.Object loadLink(java.lang.Object obj, 
java.lang. String mapName, 
java.lang. String linkName, 
boolean bindCobjects, 
boolean forceLoad) 

0453 Loads all objects linked to a given object 
through the specified link from the persistent data 
source. If forceLoad is false, the objects will be loaded 
only if load should cascade to those objects (according 
to the current model). However, forceLoad is true, the 
link will be followed regardless of the direction speci 
fied in the model. If a CocoBase transaction is defined 
and the flag bindobjects is true, the loaded objects will 
be bound to that transaction. All objects loaded will be 
add to both the memory and persistent graph images. 
The given link will be marked as visited for the object 
being loaded and will not be followed again for the 
same object. Thus, any Subsequent call to load AllLinks 
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(...), loadLinkS(...) or loadLink(...) for the object 
being loaded will have no effect on the given link. 

0454. If the class of the object given as parameter has 
a property (getter/setter pair or public field) with a 
name that matches a given link name, that object 
property will be set with the object loaded through that 
link. Also, if such property is declared as a java. util. 
Vector or a LinkObi Proxy, a special “dynamic” proxy 
will be used to populate the property, so that it can not 
only be notified about changes in the link but also 
propagate Such changes to other proxies monitoring 
that same link. 

0455 Parameters: 
0456 obj the object of which the given link will be 
loaded 

0457 mapName the map name corresponding to the 
class of obj 

0458) linkName the name of the link to be followed 
0459 bindobjects indicates if the loaded objects will 
be bound to the current CocoBase transaction 

0460 forceLoad indicate if the link should be fol 
lowed regardless of the direction specified in the model 

0461 Returns: 
0462 the modified instance of the object passed in 
0463) See Also: 
0464 load AllLinks(Object, Stringboolean), 
0465 loadLinks (Object, Stringboolean), LinkOb 
jProxy 

0466 loadLinks 
0467 public java.lang. Object loadLinks(java.lang. Object 
object) 

0468 Invokes loadLinks (Object, String, boolean) 
sending object.getClass().getName() as the map name 
and true as the bindObjects flag. 

0469 Parameters: 
0470 object the object of which links will be loaded 
0471) Returns: 
0472 the modified instance of the object passed in 
0473) See Also: 
0474 loadLinks(Object, Stringboolean) 

0475 loadLinks 

public java.lang.Object loadLinks(java.lang. Object object, 
java.lang. String mapName) 

0476 Invokes loadLinks (Object, 
sending true as the bindObjects flag. 

0477 Parameters: 
0478 object the object of which links will be loaded 
0479 mapName the map name corresponding to the 
class of object 

String,boolean) 
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0480. Returns: 
0481 the modified instance of the object passed in 
0482 See Also: 
0483 loadLinks(Object, Stringboolean) 

0484 loadLinks 

public java.lang.Object loadLinks(java.lang.Object obj, 
java.lang. String mapName, 
boolean bindCobjects) 

0485 Loads all objects linked to a given object from 
the persistent data source. Note that only the objects to 
which load should cascade (according to the current 
model) will be loaded and that these objects will NOT 
be processed recursively. If a CocoBase transaction is 
defined and the flag bindobjects is true, the loaded 
objects will be bound to that transaction. All objects 
loaded will be add to both the memory and persistent 
graph images. The links followed will be marked as 
visited for the object being loaded and will not be 
followed again for the same object. Thus, any Subse 
quent call to load AllLinkS(. . . ), loadLinkS(. . . ) or 
loadLink.(...) for the object being loaded will have no 
effect on the visited links. 

0486 If the class of the object given as parameter has 
a property (getter/setter pair or public field) with a 
name that matches a given link name, that object 
property will be set with the object loaded through that 
link. Also, if such property is declared as a java. util 
.Vector or a LinkObjProxy, a special “dynamic proxy 
will be used to populate the property, so that it can not 
only be notified about changes in the link but also 
propagate Such changes to other proxies monitoring 
that same link. 

0487 Parameters: 
0488 obi the object of which links will be loaded 
0489 mapName the map name corresponding to the 
class of obj 

0490 bindObjects indicates if the loaded objects will 
be bound to the current CocoBase transaction 

0491 Returns: 
0492 the modified instance of the object passed in 
0493) See Also: 
0494 load AllLinks (Object, String, boolean), 
0495 loadLink(Object.String, String, boolean, bool 
ean), LinkObjProxy 

0496 removeLink 

public void removeLink(java.lang.Object object, 
java.lang. String linkName, 
java.lang.Object target) 
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0497 Invokes removeLink(Object, String, String, 
Object) sending object.getclass( ) getName() as the 
map name. 

0498 Parameters: 
0499 object the source object 
0500 linkName the name of the link that connects 
object to the target 

0501 target the target object 

0502. See Also: 
0503 removeLink (Object, String, String, Object) 

0504) removeLinks 

public void removeLinks(java.lang.Object obj, 
java.lang. String mapName) 

0505 Removes an object from the object graph by 
removing all existing links to that object. Linked 
objects are not followed, that is, the removal of links is 
NOT a recusive procedure. 

0506. If the class of the object being unlinked has a 
property (getter/setter pair or public field) with a name 
that matches the name of the link being removed, any 
“special Vector fields that populate such object prop 
erty will be notified to remove the unlinked objects. 

0507 Parameters: 
0508 obi Object the source object 
0509 mapName String the map name corresponding 
to the class of obj 

0510) 
0511 public void setConnection(Coco DriverInterface 
cdi) 

setConnection 

0512 Associates the CocoBase connection to a persis 
tent data source with this Navigator. 

0513 Parameters: 
0514) 

0515) 
0516 public static void setDebug|Level(int level) 

cdi thought.CocoBase. Coco DriverInterface 
setDebugLevel 

0517 Sets the current debug level. 0 means debug is 
not enabled. 

0518) Parameters: 
0519) 

0520 setModel 
0521 public void setModel (java.lang.String model 
Name) 

level the debug level 

0522 Sets the model to be used by this Navigator. If 
the model has never been used before, tries to load the 
corresponding link descriptions from the repository 
and/or navigation bundle (the properties file model 
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Name.propertiesmust be located directly under one of 
the directories in the class path or under a subdirectory 
called resources). 

0523 Parameters: 
0524 modelName the model name descriptions 
associated to the given model 

0525) update AllLinks 
0526 public int updateAllLinks(java.lang. Object object) 

0527 Invokes update AllLinks (Object, String, bool 
ean) sending 

0528 object.getclass( ) getName() as the map name 
and true as the updateRoot flag. 

0529) Parameters: 
0530 object the object used as entry-point for navi 
gating in the object graph 

0531 Returns: 
0532 the total number of objects updated, deleted or 
inserted 

0533. See Also: 
0534 updateAllLinks(Object.Stringboolean) 

0535 update All links p 

public intupdate AllLinks(java.lang.Object obj, 
java.lang. String mapName, 
boolean updateRoot) 

0536 Updates the persistent data source with all 
changes made to memory graph image that are not yet 
propagated to the persistent graph image. If the updat 
eRoot flag is true, the object given as parameter will be 
inserted (if it is not in the persistent graph image) or 
updated (if it is already in the persistent graph image). 

0537) All current and removed links will be followed 
recursively and marked for deletion, update or inser 
tion, depending on if the link being followed was 
removed or not from the memory graph image. Dele 
tion has priority over insertion and updates, which 
means that, if an objects is Supposed to be deleted 
through a link and updated through another, that object 
will be marked for deletion. Note that deletion will 
cascade through a given link only if the object being 
marked for deletion is Supposed to do so according to 
the current model. The same holds for insertion and 
update. After a successful invocation of this method, 
both memory and persistent graph images are synchro 
nized. 

0538 If the class of the object given as parameter has 
a property (getter/setter pair or public field) with a 
name that matches a given link name, the referred 
objects reachable by that link will recursively “merge” 
into the object graph before the update phase takes 
place. 
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0539 Parameters: 
0540 obj the object used as entry-point for navigat 
ing in the object graph 

0541 mapName—the map name corresponding to the 
class of obj 

0542 updateRoot indicates if obj must be inserted/ 
updated 

0543. Returns: 
0544 the total number of objects updated, deleted or 
inserted 

0545 visitAllLinks 

public int visitAllLinks(java.lang.Object object, 
LinkVisitor visitor, 
boolean sync) 

0546 Invokes visitAllLinks (Object, String, LinkVisi 
tor, boolean) sending object.getclass( ) getName() as 
the map name. 

0547 Parameters: 
Obiect—the Ob1ect used as entrW-O1nt Or naV1 0548) obj he obj d ry-point f 

gating in the object graph 

0549 visitor LinkVisitor the visitor object 
0550 sync boolean indicates if the memory image 
graph should be synchronized the persistent image in 
the end of the process 

0551 Returns: 
0552) int the number of objects visited 
0553) See Also: 
0554 visitAllLinks(Object, String. LinkVisitorbool 
ean) 

0555 clear 
0556) public void clear() 
0557 Clears the memory and persistent graph images 
held by this Navigator and resets all information about 
loaded links. This method is provided as a facility to 
re-initialize an instance, instead of having to create a 
new one. Note that the CocoBase connection and 
model associated to this Navigator remains unchanged. 

0558) getInstance 
0559) public static 
lang. String instanceId) 

Navigator getInstance(java 

0560 Returns a Navigator object registered in the 
internal static pool. This method is provided as a 
facility to manage shared Navigator instances. Note, 
however, that this class is not thread safe and any 
necessary synchronizations must be properly imple 
mented externally. 

0561 Parameters: 
0562) instanceld the 
instance in the pool 

the String that identifies 
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0563) getRegistered Ids 
0564) public static java. util.Enumeration getRegistere 
dIds() 

0565. Returns an Enumeration object containing with 
all the ids of instances registered in the internal static 
pool. This method is provided as a facility to manage 
shared Navigator instances. Note, however, that this 
class is not thread safe and any necessary synchroni 
Zations must be properly implemented externally. 

0566 getTransaction 
0567 public Transaction getTransaction() 
0568 Returns the CocoBase transaction this Navigator 
should use to bind objects when updating the persistent 
data source. 

0569. Returns: 
0570 the CocoBase transaction: null if no transaction 
should be used 

0571) See Also: 
0572) 

0573) 
0574 public static void registerInstance(ava 

lang. String instanceId. Navigator nav) 

setTransaction(thought.CocoBase. Transaction) 
registernstance 

0575 Adds a Navigator object to the internal static 
pool. This method is provided as a facility to manage 
shared Navigator instances. Note, however, that this 
class is not thread safe and any necessary synchroni 
Zations must be properly implemented externally. 

0576 Parameters: 
0577 instanceld the 
instance in the pool 

the String that identifies 

0578 nav—the Navigator instance to be registered 
0579) 
0580 public void removeLinks(java.lang. Object obj) 

0581 Invokes removeLinks (Object, String) sending 
object.getclass( ) getName() as the map name. 

removeLinks 

0582 Parameters: 
0583 obi the source object 
0584) See Also: 
0585 removeLinks(Object, String) 

0586 setTransaction 
0587 public void setTransaction(Transaction transac 
tion) 
0588 Sets the transaction to which objects should be 
bound by this Navigator when updating the persistent data 
source. If this method is never called, this Navigator will 
check if there is a global transaction currently defined and 
the default behavior is to bind objects to that transaction. The 
default behavior can be overriden by calling setProperties ( 

.). 
0589 Parameters: 
0590 transaction the CocoBase transaction 
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0591 See Also: 
0592) 

0593) unregisterInstance 
0594 public static 
lang. String instanceId) 

setProperties(java. util. Properties) 

Void unregisternstance(java 

0595 Removes a Navigator object from the internal 
static pool. This method is provided as a facility to 
manage shared Navigator instances. Note, however, 
that is class is not thread safe and any necessary 
synchronizations must be properly implemented exter 
nally. 

0596) Parameters: 
0597 instanceld the 
instance in the pool 

0598 findObject 

String that identifies the 

public java.lang.Object findObject(java.lang.Object object, 
java.lang. String mapName) 

0599 Finds the object instance in the memory graph 
image of this Navigator that is equal to the given object. 
The method equals is used for comparison. 

0600 Parameters: 
0601 object the object to look for 
0602 Returns: 
0603 the object in this Navigator that is equal to the 
given object; null, if no instance is found 

0604) 
0605 public void setProperties(java. util...Properties prop 
erties) 

0606 Sets the properties that control the behavior of 
this Navigator. Currently Supported properties are: 

0607 useCurrentTransaction=“true"(default) 
“false' a String indicating that this Navigator will try 
to bind objects to the global Transaction currently 
defined (when updating the persistent data source) in 
case no other transaction was assigned using the set 
Transaction (Transaction) method. 

0608 alwaysCreateProxies="true”“false’’(default)—a 
String indicating that this Navigator will create link 
proxies for object properties (field or get/set method 
pair) even when the property is already populated (i.e. 
is not null). 

setProperties 

0609 Parameters: 
0610 properties—the properties to be assigned 
0611 See Also: 
0612 setTransaction(Transaction) 

EXAMPLE 2 

Company Example 

0613 Below is a list of Java source code, properties 
definition and script files (text of files listed below) that may 
be utilized as a representative example with Coconavigate. 
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0.614 Company.java 
0.615 Department.java 
0616) Employee.java 
0.617 NavDemo.java 
0618 Company Applinks.properties 
0619 navdemo.properties 
0620 navdemo.script, and 
0621 CocoBaseRepository.xml 
0622 Company.java 
0623 package com.thought.navdemo.company; 

0624 
0625 
0626) 
0627) 
0628) 
0629) 

import thought.CocoBase.*: 
import java.math.; 
import java.sql.*; 
import java. util.*: 
import java.io.; 
import java.lang. *; 

0630 Generated by GenCBClass from THOUGHT Inc. 
0631 Copyright (c) 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998 THOUGHT 
Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
0632 </CBClauses 

0633) <CBClause level='1' order="3” conjunctive= 
“AND” leftfield-EMPLOYEEMANAGER 
leftvalue="null rightfield="null rightvalue=":MAN 
AGER' operand="=" not true="0"> 

0634) </CBClauses 
0635) </CBClauses> 
0636) </deletes 
0637 <calls 
0638) <CBFieldReturns /> 
0639 <CBProcedures /> 
0640 <CBFieldParams /> 
0641 </called 
0642 </CBObject> 

0643 </Coco BaseRepository> 
0644. The present may be embodied in specific forms 
other than those particularly described above or illustrated 
by the appended drawings. Upon viewing the present appli 
cation preferred embodiments and other descriptions herein 
of the present invention, variations and other implementa 
tions that do not depart from the spirit and scope of the 
present invention will be apparent to one of routine skill in 
this field. Such variations and other implementations are 
considered part of the present invention and within the scope 
of the appended claims. Accordingly, reference should be 
made to the appended claims, rather than to the forgoing 
specification and drawings, as indicating the scope of the 
present invention. 
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I claim: 
1. A system for creating, maintaining, accessing, navigat 

ing and persisting complex data objects as a CDOG model. 
2. A system according to claim 1, for displaying or editing 

the CDOG model, or for displaying or editing a definition or 
other representation of the CDOG model, as a graph or set 
of tables representing complex data objects and their rela 
tionships. 

3. A method for creating, maintaining, accessing, navi 
gating and persisting complex data objects stores as a 
CDOG model, comprising the steps of: 

a) creating a CDOG representation definition, 
b) monitoring and recording any changes to the CDOG on 

a local or distributed computer system, and 
c) persisting any changes to the CDOG on a local or 

distributed computer system by updating the CDOG or 
CDOG representation definition to reflect and changes 
to any copies of the CDOG or CDOG representation 
definition, and saving a copy of the updated CDOG 
representation definition to a data source or to another 
type of information repository. 

4. A method according to claim 3, comprising the addi 
tional step of displaying or printing a representation of the 
CDOG model as a graph or as set of tables representing at 
least one complex object and a relationship to a data object, 
or a definition representation of at least one of either a 
complex data object and a relationship, or a definition 
representation of the complex data object and a relationship. 

5. A computer Software program having at least one user 
interface and having at least one feature for providing at 
least one action on a computer system selected from the 
group consisting of creating, maintaining, accessing, navi 
gating and persisting complex data objects as a CDOG 
model. 

6. A computer Software program according to claim 5. 
having at least one additional feature selected from the 
group consisting of 

a) a feature providing a method for displaying or printing 
a representation of a CDOG model, a definition repre 
sentation or other representation thereof, as a graph or 
as a set of tables of complex data objects and relation 
ships, and 

b) a feature providing an interface for editing a CDOG 
model or for editing a definition or other representation 
thereof, or providing an interface for an editable input 
or source. Such as a file, that can be modified to 
implement changes to a CDO or its relationships of a 
CDOG model. 

7. An API that can be accessed to create, maintain, access, 
navigate and persisting complex data objects as a CDOG 
model, wherein the said API comprises at least one user 
access interface, at least one data source access interface and 
at least three main programming modules consisting of the 
following programming modules or routines: 

I. A programming module or routine constructed to oper 
ate on a computer system and to provide the following 
features to a user or to a software program module of 
the computer system: 

a) a computer programming Sub-routine or Sub-module 
for obtaining from a member selected from the group 
consisting of a data source, an information reposi 
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tory, and an input device, Sufficient information to 
construct a CDOG model containing one or more 
CDOGs, 

b) a computer programming Sub-routine or Sub-module 
for constructing and loading into the memory regis 
ters of the computer system a CDOG or a CDOG 
model representation definition from a data source or 
other repository, and 

c) a computer programming Sub-routine or Sub-module 
for sending a copy of some portion or all of the 
CDOG representation definition to a user or to a 
Software program module on a local computer sys 
tem or on a distributed network; 

II. A programming module or routine constructed to 
operate on a computer system and to provide the 
following features to a user or to a software program 
module of the computer system: 
a) a computer programming Sub-routine or Sub-module 

for monitoring a user or a software program module 
on a computer system that has accessed or changed 
a portion of a CDOG or CDOG model, which is 
included in the CDOG, or CDOG model, represen 
tation definition of (I), above, and obtaining any 
changes to the CDOG or CDOG model, 

b) a computer programming Sub-routine or Sub-module 
for monitoring a user or a software program module 
on a computer system who has obtained a copy of 
any portion of the CDOG, or CDOG model, repre 
sentation definition, and for obtaining a copy of any 
changes that the user might have made to any portion 
of the CDOG, or CDOG model, representation defi 
nition, and 

c) a computer programming Sub-routine or Sub-module 
for comparing a copy of a CDOG, CDOG model, or 
a representation definition of either the CDOG or 
CDOG model, to an original stored version of the 
CDOG, CDOG model, or an original stored repre 
sentation definition for the CDOG or CDOG model, 
and for updating the original to incorporate any 
changes to a CDOG or a representation definition 
that are made by the user or by a Software program 
module; and 

III. A programming module or routine constructed to 
operate on a computer system and to provide the 
following features to a user or software program mod 
ule of the computer system: 

a) a computer programming Sub-routine or Sub-module 
for storing a new CDOG or CDOG model, or storing 
a definition of either the CDOG or CDOG model, in 
a data source or in another information repository, 
and 

b) a computer programming Sub-routine or Sub-module 
for persisting (saving to permanent storage) either a 
changed portion of an updated CDOG, an updated 
CDOG model, or an updated definition representa 
tion for either a CDOG or a CDOG model, to a data 
Source or to another type of information repository. 

8. An API according to claim 7, further having an inter 
face that accesses and uses functionalities of an data source 
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to data source mapping tool, associated programming rou 
tines, or associated class libraries. 

9. An API according to claim 7, further having an inter 
face that accesses and uses functionalities of an object to 
relational or relational to object database mapping tool, 
associated programming routines, or associated class librar 
1CS 

10. An API according to claim 7, having a feature for, or 
being associated with a computer program or module having 
a feature that provides a method for, displaying or printing 
a representation of a complex data object CDOG model, or 
for printing a definition or other defining representation 
thereof, as a graph or set of tables representing CDOS and 
their relationships. 

11. A Software tool comprising the API according to claim 
7, adapted for a local network or a distributed network 
environment, wherein said software tool provides persis 
tence in an object oriented language environment transpar 
ently by implementing a configurable network component 
capable of acquiring and persisting CDOGs throught net 
work APIs. 

12. A software tool according to claim 7, adapted for 
performing the following steps: 

c) reading a source programming object logic model or a 
database definition file in a format selected from the 
group consisting of a UML data file, a XMI data file, 
and a XML file; and 

d) converting the information of (a) into a target member 
Selected from the group consisting of a database defin 
tion XML file, a database mapping definition file, and 
a CDOG definition file. 

13. A software tool according to claim 12, adapted for 
performing at least one of the following additional steps: 
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g) displaying a representation of a source programming 
object logic model or a database definition file in a 
format selected from the group consisting of a UML 
data file, a XMI data file, and a XML file; 

h) storing a representation of a source programming 
object logic model or a database definition file in a 
format selected from the group consisting of a UML 
data file, a XMI data file, and a XML file; 

i) printing a representation of a source programming 
object logic model or a database definition file in a 
format selected from the group consisting of a UML 
data file, a XMI data file, and a XML file; 

j) displaying the target information of (b); 
k) storing the target information of (b); and 
1) printing the target information of (b). 
14. A software tool according to claim 13, wherein the 

target information is at least one member selected from the 
group consisting a CocoBase database definition repository 
file, a CocoBase map, a Coconavigate CDOG definition, a 
Coconavigate object link descriptor, and a CDOG object 
graph definition data file. 

15. A software tool according to claim 12, wherein the 
source is a UML/XMI document containing sufficient DTD 
information to exchange modeling information with a UML 
modeling tool. 

16. A software tool according to claim 14, wherein the 
Software tool automatically generates a persistence layer that 
corresponds to the Source UML class diagrams provided by 
an exported Source file from a case tool capable of exporting 
UML/XMI such as Rational Rose, Together and ArgoUML. 
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